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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 37

SECOND EDITION

SANTA FE, N. M., FKIDAY, JULY 27, 1900.

CITY AND NORTHERN MAIL NO. 135

triages ana Bnrapnei. Heath was or.
J. F. Matheson, of the Carlsbad wool
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
dered to increase his working force
scouring plant, was in Roswell and purfrom 600 to 700 and to work the men
chased some 20,000 pounds of wool
from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m.
THE CENSUS.
stored in Ed S. Seay's warehouse.
MORE DISTURBANCES.
The Foreigners Have Left Pekin
Lord Roberts Is Driving Them into Three cases of population schedules A Paean of
L.
Caswell started out from RosWashington, July 27. The following
Prosperity is Sounded ai well J.with
and three of agricultural reports were
and Are on Their Way to
a force of ten men to the It Is Reported from Socorro That
has
been
received
at
the state
dispatch
the Lydonsburg District Where
forwarded to the director of the census
Carlsbad
and
Their
Roswell,
or
tne
summit
sacramentos to Bee what I
from
Consul
General Good
Judge Leland Will Eetire
department
at Washington today from the census
Tien Tsin.
They Can Be Starved Out.
improvements can be made In the line
now, Shanghai, dated July 27: "An offl
supervisor's office.
Surroundings.
from the Bench,
of railroad for the El Paso branch.
clal telegram received here on the 18th
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
T. Musselman, a surgeon of the
Dr.
J.
ESCORTED BY THE CHINESE said that all foreigners and many na GEN. BOTHA
L.
M.
Territorial Auditor
Ortiz y
IS AT BALMORAL made
Big Four raitway, of Paris, 111., was I
A COLD STORAGE
tlve Christians have been killed
PLANT
the following distribution of ter
Roswell last week looking for a location CANDIDATES TO SUCCEED HIM
and
missions
burned.
Tooting
Among
ruonai runoa: Penitentiary fund, 14 per
for a sanitarium. He was accompanied
Word Eeoeived from the British Minister the Americans are the Sincox family,
cent; salary fund, 14 per cent; mis
by his wife and two nieces.
Misses Gould and Mor The News from the Orange Biver Colony cellaneous fund, 1414 per cent.
Perkins,
Cattlemen
Must
Taylor,
Down
Take
Fences
Drift
Several Prominent Attorneys Are Being
at Pekin-Hal- fof
the Foreigners in
rill. The customs office reports dis
E. L. Wildy and W. S. Prager have
Is Indeoisive, But the Boers Are Being
SUHVISY OF LAS VEGAS GRANT.
The Artesian Water Country Carlsbad
Mentioned for the Honor The Political
Tbat Oity Ara Either Dead
acres
turbances at Tunan yesterday."
of
land
The
purchased
from
the
M.
Frank
forty
Johnson, inspector of gov.
Surrounded in Their Natural
Bought a Municipal Building
Roswell Land and Water Company,
cablegram is somewhat confused, but
ernment surveys, has lately completed
Situation in Socorro, Lincoln, Chaor Wounded.
Strongholds,
Is given out exactly as received by the
west of North Spring river addition to
Grant County Items.
the official survey of the exterior
ves and Eddy Counties.
state department. It probably means
Roswell. They will plat this land In
boundaries of the Las Vegas grant, and
London, July 27, 11:30 a. m. This that the Americans killed
acre
tracts
for
the
market.
London, July 27 South African his report, now forwarded to Washing
comprised the
EDDY COUNTY
morning's reports from Shanghai reit- Sincox
An effort made by some of the cattle Special to the New Mexican.
either a man or woman news, while confused, Is reassuring, ton, will settle many vexatious ques.
Good rains have lately fallen all over
erate the allegation that the surviving named family, another named Perkins Lord
owners of the Pecos valley to induce Socorro, N. M., July 26. It Is said
Roberts continued his advance to tions relating to that grant. He has
Taylor,
Eddy county.
members of the diplomatic corps al- and Misses Gould and Morrill.
among the Intimate friends of Judge
Taoting Balmorei. wher V"irr
uaH es now gone, to Jpurango to examine surA teachers' Institute for Eddy county the interior department to modify the
ready have left Pekln on the way to is alw t seventy-fiv- e
recent order to the effect that all fences Charles A. Leland, of the fifth judicial
miles southwest tablishea headquarters for many weeks, veys made by deputy surveyors who is In session
at Carlsbad.
Tien Tsin, and add that the foreigners of '
.n.
must be removed at once from govern district, that he has tendered his resig
The Boer.; were in full retreat eastward, have been lately employed in the South
Carlsbad has bought the Krause
are being escorted by the troops of
ment lands has proven a failure. The nation as presiding Judge of the disThe name Perkln tn this dispatch Is Generals French and Hutton were driv- ern Ute reservation.
building for $1,200, and will convert It
Jung Lu, the commander In chief of the believed at the state department to be ing the commands before them on each
Insists that the ruling must trict and as an associate Justice of the
department
into a city hall.
Chinese forces. This move Is stated to
territorial supreme court to the presibe observed strictly.
ALBUQUERQUE NOTES.
Pitkin, as Inquiries for an American of flank of the railway. Lord Roberts Is
The year 1900 will be remembered by
be the outcome of stormy interviews
Artesian irrigation is fast adding to dent, this resignation to take effect
that name have been made at the de aiming to drive President Kruger and
old
and
as
most
the
between Li Hung Chang and the forsuccessful
An Attorney Arrested for
young
Is given
its great Importance as an active factor September 5 next.
Adultery at His
General Botha Into the Lydenburg dispartment.
year In the history of the Pecos valley. In the
eign consuls, and to have been taken
as the reason for this action. While I
least.
LOCATION OF MISSIONARIES.
of
re
where
be starved out at
the
Roswell
can
wedding
development
trict,
they
Felix Foex, for six years a resident of
in the hope of abating the wrath of the
Mrs. Teresa Bruno, aged 01 years,
27. The departleisure when railway communications
glon. The region has now in the neigh have not been able to trace the report
Washington,
powers and delaying the advance of the ment of state IsJuly
native of Italy, but a resident of Albu Eddy county, writes that he is prosper borhood of 250 flowing wells, and the directly, I have verified it pretty thorin receipt of a cable with Delagoa bay are broken off.
allies toward Pekln. Advices from the
ing In the distillery business at Tor- - number is
querque since 1882, died Wednesday
from Consul Fowler, ac Che
CLOSING IN ON THE BOERS.
being steadily Increased, the oughly, and am confident It Is based on
eon, Mex.
same sources state that half of the for dispatch
Two
of
sections
the
5th
battalion
of
water production ranging, per well fact.
to
in
to
news
The
one
him
sent
from
the Orange River col
Foo,
reply
asking
In
be
will
material
the from 200
Fencing
cheap
oiBiiers m renin naa been killed or for information
Among the candidates for Judge Le- about missionaries. ony, while indecisive, shows that Gen marines companies A, B, C and D- lower
per minute upward
Pecos, now that cattlemen are from 400 togallons
wounded or died as the result of prlva Fowler
500 gallons per minute being land's position, so report has it, are
one missionary, erals Hunter and Clements have been passed through Albuquerque for San
that
says
only
to
compelled
tions they had undergone.
pull down drift fences on
probably a fair average. These wells District Attorney Silas Alexander, who
presumably French, Is known to have closing in upon the remaining Boer Francisco this morning.
MISSIONARIES MURDERED.
Aioeri Tieaman was bound over in jovernment land.
cost from. $250 to $750, and, with reser was secretary of the territory under the
been tn the Interior of Honan. At Shan force Intrenched in a natural strong
M.
J.
has
corner
the
Jump
27.
purchased
In
sum
the
London, July
of $300 to await the action ol
missionary clr
voir attachment, will Irrigate, respect Harrison administration, and Judge W.
the only Americans are situated hold.
cles at Shanghai, according to a dls Tung,
the grand Jury. He assaulted Abran jpposite the court house at Carlsbad, ively, from forty to 100 acres.
E. Kelley, a resident of many years in
Those not rescued are persons who
ind
will
commence
the
erection
shortly
A REPUBLICAN
patch received here
it has been went to Pekln, belonging to the AmerMeyers with a shotgun.
COHFEREHCE.
One of Roswell's latest enterprises Is Socorro, and who has practiced in the
of
a
fence
llvand
sheds
a
for feed and
learned that all the missionaries at Pao ican board of
fecott, a young attorney from Ten
cold storage plant to be erected by district since his residence in the terforeign missions, and are
Ting, province of Pe Chill, have ;een believed to be Arthur Smith and wife, Senator Hanna Expressed Himself Pleased nessee, was admitted to the bar upon ry corral.
Messrs.
Cottlngham, of the Roswell ritory. It is understood there are other
Dr. William Reed, of Buffalo, N. Y
murdered. All the people at the mission the
motion of W. B. Chllders, United States
with the Situation.
steam laundry, and Roe, of the P. V. applicants, but these two names are the
sisters, and Mr. Chapln,
came
to
Carlsbad
to
some
remain
for
at Amoy, province of Fo Klen, are re wife Wyckoff
New York, July 27. Senator Hanna, attorney. Mr. Scott will practice at Al
meat market. Their plant will be locat most prominently mentioned. What the
and two children.
time, and will probably become asso ed on the
ported well.
hairoian of the national Republican buquerque.
south side of the laundry, and outcome will be cannot be determined
TERMS OF PEACE.
THE
e
ciated
with
his
school
chum.
MOB RULE AT SZE CHUAN.
Daniel Pipkin, known as "Red" Pip
the rock for the building Is being placed at this time from Information here, but
Colon, July 27. The Liberal rebellion committee, reached national headquar
Dr.
Whlcher.
Fans, July 27. The consul at Hm-ko- In this department has ended after the ters
kin, has been released from Jail at Sol- on the ground. The machinery, includ- it is hoped that the administration will
N. W. Weaver, of Malaga, announces
shortly after 10 o'clock today. omonvllle,
on a bond of $1,000,
telegraphs to the foreign office that sacrifice of more than 600 lives, the Lib Hannah
horse-powAriz.,
said
he
much
boiler, has appoint a resident attorney that Is,
wag
with
pleased
his candidacy for a county commisslon- - ing a forty
two military stations at Sze Chuan had
been ordered, and will cost from $2,000 one whose domicile is in New Mexico.
erals having been the greatest suffer the situation, but at present had little to Pipkin had been arrested at Albuquer
on
the
Democratic
ticket.
been pillaged and the Lazarist esab
ership
George to $3,000.
Hanna went Into que on various charges.
while the wounded numbered many say for publication.
They hope to have their plant I find this idea to be the prevailing one
Wilcox, of Carlsbad, is also a candl in
lishments burned. The viceroys soon ers,
The creditors of the Flournoy-Pic- k
among lawyers and citizens in the
hundreds. Dr. Mendoza, representing conference with Cornelius N. Bliss, Senoperation by September 1.
date.
taneously took measures to restore or the Liberals, and General Alban ar ator N. B. Scott, Joseph H. Mauley, J, ard Mercantile Company, doing busiGRANT
COUNTY.
,
Business
In
is better
Carlsbad than
c . UIDDS.
der.
ness at Bland, will hold a meeting at
ranged yesterday 'for the cessation of
at any time since 1894, and continues to Conservative estimates now place the Attorney Carl A. Snyder, of Chaves
PRINCE CHING DEFEATEi
Albuquerque and make some arrange
was a candidate for an asSHEEP RAISERS GLOOMY.
the Colombian Liberals be
hostilities,"
increase. Carlsbad is destined to be the population of Silver City In round num- county, who
Berlin, July 27. A dispatch received
ments to cloBe up the business.
sociate judgeship when President
to surrender their arms and
home of more wealthy cattlemen than bers at 2,750 people.
dated Tien Tsin, July 24, says: ing pledged
Good rains are reported from the
Margaret Florence Flynn declared
went into office, is also a candi
being guaranteed freedom from prose The Drouth in Southern Utah Is Doing
A messenger who left Pekin on
her Intention of becoming a citizen of any other town in the west, and that Lone mountain section, sufficient to date to succeed
Snndiy, cution and assured of the retention of
Much Damage.
Judge Leland. He has
means
business
will
that
be good.
to the customs all
July 15, brought
some weighty indorsements, including
Salt Lake, Utah, July 27. "The out the great republic yesterday, and re
their political rights. Foreigners
B. Crickett has leased for three start the grass in good shape.
J.
office here the news that Prince Ching's
nounced
her allegiance to good Queen
The Silver City base-ba- ll
who took sides with the rebels are to be look for the sheep business in Utah,"
club is ar- that of leading officials of the Santa Fe
years, with privilege of purchasing, the
soldiers, who were fighting P.iti.ie banished.
said a leading sheep raiser on his re. Vic. This is said to be the first case In
ranging to go down to El Paso and play railroad.
on
and
lots
the
corner
of
building
been
had
defeated.
The
Tuang's troops,
The political situation in this county
a match game In the near future.
BOUND FOR CHINA.
turn from a visit to southern Utah, "is the district court where a woman took Green and Canon streets,
Carlsbad, and
foreigners were defending themselves
iut her naturalization papers.
The management of the telephone Is very good for the Republicans. The
Bremerhaven, July 27. Part of the the worst I have ever seen. Everywhere
s
will erect a
in the northern cathedral near the for
stock
and
salj
Julius Fahlen, of St. Louis, Mo., aged
German expeditionary force for China I went I found the ranges so parched
system expects to have the Sliver City purpose is to place a strong ticket In
bidden city.
exchange depot.
ibout 50 years, died In South Albuquerthe field, a working ticket, that will
in active operation by August 15.
end
on three transports.
sailed
that
of
had
every
vestige
grass
dtsap que
AN ABSOLUTE REFUSAL.
Following are the teachers employed
alfrom
canvass
the county in good shape and
was
the
fifth
of
yesterday
SLAUGHTER
OF
MISSIONARIES
and
in
consumption,
was
brush
Saturday
peared,
many
anniversary
places
by the board of education for the term
Washington,
July 27 The U'i'ted Toronto, Ont., July 27. The China In dead from lack of moisture.
the big flood 0 July 21, 1900, which de- show the voters that Democratic asAll sheep though the Immediate cause of the commencing September 2: H. J.
States government absolutely refused
Fry,
leath was paralysis. Accompanied by
stroyed so much property In Silver City. cendancy and Democratic county offVVeatherf ord ; Professor
the Chinese proposition to suspend ml' land mission received the following ca and cattle are much wasted in size. Ills wife, son and a
Ellis, Hope
Assessor G. W. M. Carvil announces icials mean detriment and misfortune to
sister, the deceased Miss Effle
from Shanghai this morning Large numbers of sheep from this secblegram
Mo.
Williams, Houstonia,
itary operations against Pekin in rc 'AH missionaries murdered in
came to Albuquerque for his health
his candidacy for renomtnatlon, subject the county. Probate Judge Jose E.
are
tion
to
driven
Horn
the
being
Paotlng
Big
Miss
turn for the delivery at Tien Ts'.a of
May Woodward, Decatur, Tex.
to the action of the coming county Torres is being favorably mentioned as
Fu." The China inland mission has two basin country. Adverse reports also from St. Louis last April.
The new executive committee of the
foreign ministers.
Thomas C. Montoya was arrested at
a candidate for the legislative council,
Democratic convention.
in come from all the surrounding states.
missionaries
at
stationed
Paotlng,
of
Eddv
CONSULS RECEIVE FULL POWERS
of
Democracy
county
and If the nomination is given him I
of adultery the
The name of the hotel Casa del
Albuquerque on tic
the province of Chi LI, Just about the
L.
27.
J.
chairman
a
At
Emerson,
following:
cabinet
The
council
ia
Paris, July
Orogom Alright.
preferred by a girl nai.ied Navarro. The J. T.
at Hudson Hot Springs has been think he will make a winning race. The
same distance from Pekln as is Tien
No.
1;
T.
J.
district
of
Fletch
the
ministers
Cooper,
today
foreign affairs,
Washington, July 27. The navy de arrest was made while Montoya was at
but further Inland. These mis.
changed by Manager McDermott to Republicans propose to go ahead cauDelcasse, stated that full powers had Tsin,
received the following his wedding feast, he having married cr, district No. 2; W. L. Whitaker. dis "Faywood," and will be so known In tiously and
Mr. and Mrs. Bagnall, and partment
sionarles,
carefully in the selection of
4
No.
3; R. W. Cole, district No.
trict
been given the French consuls In China
1 Miss Martlme, a
cablegram from Captain Wilde, cc
a ticket, but as soon as that is done the
the future.
girl. Mon- - and Ed
5.
to take such measures as are necessi- their three children undoubtedly per mander of the Oregon:
No.
district
Ramsey,
The Central neighborhood has been fight will commence In earnest and will
toya's first wife is divorced from him.
Robert Thompson hired a horse and a
tated by the situation to Insure the pro- ished. The North American Presbyte"Kure, July 26. The ship is docked He was taken before United States
lan board and the American board of
highly favored the past week by sev be waged strongly until the election is
saddle
from
Hess
tection of French subjects.
Carls
the
at
stable
and the structural strength Is intact.
Commissioner Whiting, and a hearing
fine rains. Grass Is very green In over.
missions, the latter being mostly Con
bad and traded horses with Dock Reed eral
CHINESE LEAVING SHANGHAI.
was set for next Tuesday.
From Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy
the rains having been quite lo
places,
also
at
workers
Democratic
had
Plana
gregationalists,
in
canon
without Reed's knowl
Dark
Minneapolis, Minn., July 27. Charles
cal In character.
counties I hear that Hon. U. S. Bate-ma27.
New
Paotlng.
Senator
York,
Jones,
July
Goodnow received a letter from his
edge. Mr. Reed brought In Thompson,
THE POWERS' TRIAL.
of Eddy county, Is being pushed
Traveling In a special Pullman, Mr.
chairman of the national Democratic
who was placed In Jail In default of
brother, Consul General John Goodnow,
and Mrs. L. Waterberry and Miss Hall by his friends for nomination as a canHe Some More Roundabout Evidence Offered $1,000 bond.
at Shanghai, In which he says: "The QUIETER AT NEW ORLEANS committee, reached the city
and maid arrived In Silver City from didate for the house from the three
said that the Democratic state commit
Chinese are leaving this city at the rate
Lincoln Freeman left Carlsbad in New York
by the Prosecution.
City. Mr. Waterberry Is the counties on the Democratic ticket.
tee would manage the campaign in New
of 2,000 or 3,000 per day. The purpose
Georgetown, Ky July 27. The first February for Washington, from which new owner of the Golden Giant mining
York
until
it
be
neces
deemed
might
of their going or their destination are The Authorities Have the Lawless Forces
witness called In the Powers trial to- - point he went to the Norfolk navy yard
sary to establish nationa headquarters, lay was Judge James D. Black, of Bar- - ( There he was accepted as an apprentice, property at Pinos Altos, and his party
not known."
THE DEW STEAM LAUNDRY.
Under Control Throughout the Oity and
will remain in this vicinity for some
LONDON STILL PESSIMISTIC.
Peace
Columbia.
in
boursvllle, who was a candidate for the I from which place he enlisted on the re weeks, spending a portion of the time
the Situation Is Improved.
London, July
alleged depar
Panama, July 27. The treaty of peace Democratic nomination for governor I celving ship Franklin. He is expecting In Pinos Altos, where a comfortable it Is Well Worth a Visit to See It in
ture of the ministers from Pekln led to
between the government and the revo- before the recent state convention. Heevory day to be consigned to some of home has been fitted up, and the re
Operation.
the reassertlon of the belief that the CRUEL MURDER OF AH OLD WOMAN lutionists has been
signed. This action testified as to the letter Powers wrote the outgoing cruisers bound for China. mainder In Sliver City.
It is worth the while of any citizen
story Is part of a deep-lai- d
plan by Chi
followed directly after the most desper. io James Stevens, of Barboursville, on
Joyce, Pruit & Co. contemplate estab
Many ranchmen In Grant county will to drop down on Water street, near
na to conceal the date of the massacre,
ate battle of the entire revolution, In February 20, in which the statements lishing a bank Incorporated under the sink wells on
their ranches this fall and Guadalupe bridge, and look through the
the Pekln suggestion being that the New Orleans, La., July 27. The situa which the losses on each side
am
p
"I
of
the
laws
paid-uwith
a
were very
largely responsible for the disor
territory
be prepared to pump water In dry sea new Capitol steam laundry. Charles E.
Chinese officials will claim that the tion this morning Is much quieter. It
apltal of about $50,000. This will make sons by means of small gasoline en Beinert, manager, and
heavy. Amnesty was granted to all ganized condition of the Democrats."
Superintendent
ministers left Pekln under a strong es is believed that except for isolated revolutionists.
1 am an
open advocate of war, were chree banks for Carlsbad, two territoThe price of a few head of cattle Graves are very busy men, but always
cases
of
have
were
the
authorities
ambushed and massa
cort, but
disorder,
used. Private Dudley Williamson,
rial banks and the First National. gines.
thus Invested will save the lives of hun glad to welcome visitors, especially the
Boy Foatofflce Robber.
cred by the Boxers en route to Tien the lawless forces well in hand. The
member of the military company which Quite a change from three years ago.
dreds.
housewives of Santa Fe, whom they deLon Angeles, Cal., July 27. Florenclo took
Tsin. However, although it is still be- night passed with comparative absence
ANA
DONA
COUNTY.
of
state
the
house
immedi
charge
sire to know just how the latest
lieved that a massacre occurred of the of violence, except the atrocious murder L. Gaxlola, a Mexican 16 years old, has ately after Goebel was shot, testified
A. M. Coe and Tom Nicholl have been
Showers have been falling In different
laundry work is turned out. This
foreign colony at Pekin, a disposition of Hannah Mabry, an old negress, at been arrested on the charge of robbing that the members of the company were in the valley lately rounding up their portions of the county
during the past is a business that has been brought to
now is tn "think that the ministers were 1929 Rosseau street. The mob went to the Nogales postoffice of $5,000 on the Jrawn up in the arsenal that
I
which have scattered in the past few days, but as yet there has been no a
cattle,
morning
her home at 1 o'clock this morning, os night of March 21. He confessed his
high state of perfection within a few
somehow rescued from a tragio fate.
prior to the shooting. The witness said I month or two.
general rain. To date the Mlmbres sec years, and it is very
tenslbly to catch a couple of desperate guilt.
Interesting to fol
the
Is
that
The
continued
to
drouth
company
tion
more
that
has
been
long
telling
favored in this re low a
previous
day
A HOPELESS SITUATION.
of delicate needlework
piece
negroes, broke into the house and shot
on
not
had
been
uniformed.
Earlham.
Uncle Sam Will Bay Them.
ranges and crops about
gard than any other portion. There has
the various processes of wash
Simultaneously comes the following the woman. There were disturbances
George Weaver, of Denver, Colo., was The wheat crop is nearly all safe, and been very little rain In the immediate through
Washington, July 27. Arrangements
cable dispatch to the Dally Matt:
ing, starching, drying and ironing, all
reported this morning in various parts
Is of excellent quality. D. J. Jones and
the
next
was
witness.
He
in
Frankfort
of
Silver
have
been
for
vicinity
the
City.
practically
27.
A letter Just re. of the
completed
done by machinery with admirable
"Shanghai, July
city. The special police made a
purchase from Spain by the United at the time of the assassination, and John Morse have threshers in compe
celved here from Sir Claude MacDon-al- large number of arrests. The
xne continued dry weather causes neatness, dispatch and economy. Atten
city has States of the Islands of Clbltu and
was Just entering in the rear of the cap- tition with the Biblical ox who treads
dated Pekln, July 6, follows: 'We been full of rumors of the capture of
'
among tion is directed to the Capitol steam
apprehension
which were left in Spanish pos- - Itol grounds when a shot was fired. The out the grain, and the ox Is not In it considerable
are receiving no assistance from, the Charles, the desperado who slew
Lamb
1886
Grant
stockmen.
the laundry's new display advertisement
In
county
more.
witness
looked
in the direction of the any
authorities. Three legations are still and Day and wounded Mora, .but he wsslon by the treaty of Paris, although
first
rain
season
running elsewhere in this paper. The
of
the
occurred
about
executive building, and saw the muzzle
SOCORRO COUNTY.
standing, Including the British. We al has not yet been apprehended. Mayor part of the Philippine archipelago
the middle of August, which was fol management will make special prices
of a gun pointing from the secretary of
so hold part of the city walls. The Chi
on household laundry.
that the
Capdevlelle said at
state's office. The witness thought he The fruit crop Is good; there will be lowed up by a good rainy season. As
Looking for Hairs.
nese are shelling us from the city with situation Js much daybreak Several
Itself there is every rea
improved.
of
and
history
repeats
saw
of
Tex.
pears,
plenty
apples,
the
peaches
a
of
man
Houston,
hand
Henry
Mahurgren,
the
holding
a
gun and some smaller ones. hundred negroes left the city.
son to believe that this country will
has written the New Mexican saying gun.
plums.
and are sniping us. We may be anni' A STRONG CHARGE.
To Prevent Forest Fires.
The river Is almost dry, and unless enjoy bounteous rains. The drouth
he
for
heirs
Is
that
of
the
Jo
looking
hilated any day. Ammunition and food
Baker
delivered a seph Ellery, who was In Shelby county,
Camping:
stricken
sections
of
Arizona
parties In Santa Fe canon of
have
been
comes
soon
corn
Judge
and
rain
the
alfalfa
Laa Teg&a Xtaana.
are short.
miners and fishermen should know and
strong charge to the grand Jury on the Tex., in 1839, and that any Information
relieved by rain In the past few days.
will
suffer.
crops
2
The
old
months
child
of Felipe Ri
CHINESE ARE COWARDS.
riot. Many witnesses have been called.
Grand Chancellor C. C. Clark paid an bear ofIn mind that the western boundary
The Mesllla valley stock raisers held
concerning him or his descendants will vera died on Tuesday.
line
'We would have perished by this
the Pecos forest reservation cuts
TWO" MORE- POLICE KILLED.
official
visit to Silver City Lodge No. 12, across the canon
a
ot
be
business
session
association
their
received.
gratefully
west of the
Miss Rega Courts and E. Heckel,
time, only the Chinese are cowards and
New Orleans, La., July 27. Two more
of Pythias, last week, a special Breeden cabin near just
Knights
at
Las
Cruces
week.
last
Monument Rock,
have no organized plan of attack. If police officers,
guests at Harvey's, were married at
and
to
Portons
A
held
welcome
him.
Sergeant
If
meeting
being
Is
At
all
and
wheat
the
nearly
they go beyond, that to build
Paraje
we are not pressed we may hold out a
that hotel after a brief acquaintance
Corporal Lally, were killed by negroes
threshed, the yield Is good, and quality business session was first held, during camp fires they are likely to be called
ship.
fortnight longer; otherwise, four days at 2 p. m.
MONEY AND METAL,
which
con10
was
of
the
rank
contribute a right handsome
upon
esquire
at the utmost. I anticipate only a slight
John J. Ingalls, of Kan Is better than in average years.
New York, July 27. Money on call
ferred and the secret work exemplified sum to the Santa Fe county school fund
of
7TX
the
foreman
Charles
Lewis,
who
is stopping at the Montezuma,
resistance to the relief force.' Sir Claude
nominally IX per cent. Prime mercan sas,
THE PARAMOUNT ISSUE.
was In Paraje. He reports the by the grand chancellor for the instruc- If they are not very careful. The law
tile paper, 4
concludes by advising the relief force
Sliver, 60&. Lead. has been joined by Mrs. Ingalls, and outfit,
does not
camp Ores, but advery
range
dry, and in some localities tion of the lodge members. At the con monishes prohibit
13.80.
will remain for the rest of the summer.
to approach by the eastern gate or by
the great care, and provides
Bryan's Contemplated Notification Speech
clusion
of
the
work
the
is
for
water.
stock
of
want
partook
knights
GRAIN.
suffering
Gen. Russell Hastings, of the Ber
that a person falling to extinguish a
way of the river. The losses to foreignon Imperialism.
of a lunch at the St. Louts restaurant. fire which
Chicago. Wheat, July,
Septem mudas, accompanied by his son, CHve
he has kindled on the Dubllc
ers at Pekin up to July 6 were forty
CHAVES COUNTY.
Mr. Clark visited the mining camps of domain shall
Neb., July 27. W. J. Bryan ber, 76X. Corn, July, 38; September,
Lincoln,
killed and eighty wounded,"
pay a fine of 91,000 or
Hastings, of Minneapolis, are at the
J. P. Church has completed a fine new Santa Rita, Hanover and Flerro while suffer one
said
that in his notification 38f. Oati, July,
September. 22
year s imprisonment.
Montezuma.
residence
in
Roswell.
22K.
at
In
Grant county.
speech
Indianapolis he would follow
MURDERED BY THE BOXERS.
Miss Ruth Rutherford has given up
STOCK.
Godair, the sheep man, has contract
pursued at the notification
.Kenosha, Wis., July 27. A message the plan Inhe 1896.
MORA COUNTY.
the management of El Porvenlr resort, ed for the
Kansas
6,000;
Cattle,
market
City.
"The platform that
building of a $10,000 storey
Proaperoua Lumbar Camp.
received here
states that a num- meeting
native steers, 94.25
15.45; and Margarito Romero, the owner, has house at Roswell.
Francisco Basques and Miss Amelia
ber of members of the Presbyterian year," he said, "declared the money steady;
A. Mclntyre, of the Buckman mill,
Texas steers, 92.85 (3 14.95; Texas cows. taken charge.
were
married at El Rlto by Rev.
Miss Grace Adcock has been employed Ortega
board of missions at Nodoa, on the Is question the paramount issue, and In 3.50
came In over the Denver & Rio Grande
13.40; native cows and heifers,
The new $25,000 school building which to teach the school in
district No. 2, Manuel Madrid.
land of Hai Nan, have been murdered my notification speech I devoted almost 1.75
95.10; stockert and feeders, $3.25 East Las Vegas Intends to build this
last night, bringing a car load of lumthe
Last
church
the.
Friday
term.
the
Presbyterian
all
to
time
the
"Farms,"
the discussion of that
coming
94.35. Sheep, fall
94.75; bulls, 92.35
ber for C. W. Dudrow. He makes his
by the Boxers.
may be placed in Montezuma park.
G. W. Burkett, of Brown county. at EI Rlto celebrated Its twenty-secon- d
,000; stronger; lambs, 94.00 (95.60; mut The
question. This year the platform de
NO ARMS FOR CHINA.
at Buckman station, forowns the park, and it would be
headquarters
city
with
services.
94.25.
93.00
special
Texas, has bought out J. N. Bailey's anniversary
Washington, July 27. The secretary clares the question of imperialism the tons,
Some weeks ago at El Rlto, while a merly White Rock, twenty miles from
Cattle, 2,500, generally a matter of economy to erect the school blacksmith business, and will locate In
Chicago.
of the treasury gent a letter of instruc paramount question, and It will be the
i.
woman was sitting near a fireplace Santa Fe, and thirteen mllea from the
steady to strong; good to prime steers, bulltling there.
Roswell.
tions to all collectors of customs on the only one dealt with at any length in my 95.25
95.85; poor to medium, 94.50
her child In her arms and others mill. Some 150 employes are now on the
with
9
P.
D
J.
L
of
the
F
notification
White,
manager
speech."
Pacific, prohibiting the exportation of
l,
and a thrifty community has
13.10; a lockers ana feeders, 93.00
A
in
ia
the
room, lightning struck the house.
Ohaage
System.
stock
farm
soon
and
will
ranch,
begin
arms to China,
94.85; heifers, 93.00
94.65; cows, 93.00
A successor to C. A. Hlgglns as as the erection of a $5,000 house on the Poe The woman was killed, although no sprung up about the mill, the popula- Town Destroyed by Firs.
A SIGNIFICANT MESSAGE?
92.90; bulls,
95.00; canners, 93.15
sistant general passenger agent of the farm.
mark except a blackened mouth was tion being over 200. The mill haa a
Tacoma, Wash., July 27. The tele 93.00
94.60; calves, 95.00
96.90;
Boston, Mass., July 27. The Ameri9
capacity of 40,000 feet of lumber dally,
Santa
Chicawith
at
restation
at Buckley, Wash.,
Fe,
Mrs. B. F. Hammett, Jr., and son upon her. No one else was Injured.
headquarters
Texas fed steers, 94.35
95.20; Texas
can board of commissioners for foreign phone
and has more orders on hand than It
$4.25; Texas bulls, go, will not be appointed. The entire Buell left Roswell for a few months'
y
missions
received a cablegram ported this morning that a fire there grass steers, 93.40
can fill. Most of the lumber goea to
caused
93.40. Sheep, receipts, 5,000; passenger business at Chicago will be travel on the Atlantic coast and in Eu93.50
twenty-seve- n
the
loss
of
build
9
from Rev. Henry B. Porter, missionary,
Colorado Springs, Cripple Creek and
good to choice weth- handled In the office ot Passenger Traf rope.
active;
and
that
strong,
ings,
the
whole
practically
Frienda
Tow
dated Che Foo, July 23, containing the town la
Denver.
ers, 94.15 9 94.50; fair to choice mixed, fic Manager Nicholson. From the time
out.
wiped
The
Pecos
Valley railroad now runs a In the east
come to see you, if you
words, "Pekln alive,"
The Are was gotten under control at 93.25 9 94.10; Texas sheep, 93.00 9 he was given the position of assistant weekly stock train to Amarillo to con- would writemight
and tell them that they can
HURRT ORDERS.
94.00 natWe lambs, 94.25 9 95.85; west4:30 this morning. Total loss, $14,000.
general paasenger agent Mr. Hlgglns' nect with tho Santa Fe'a special stock purchase tickets at all points In Illinois,
ern lambs, 95.00 9 96.00.
Philadelphia, July 27. Hurry orders
work
was
In
the advertising train for Kansas City. ..
chiefly
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska VOL.
IN. M.
were received
A VomIm for Coagrtm
by Major Heath,
line. Thla work will how be In charge
Roswell Is to have her first labor pa to all points In New Mexico at one fare
The Wool Market.
commanding the government arsenal at
IX
Volume
Greencastie, Ind., July 27. The Dem
New
Mexico Reporta
of
92.00
for
the round trip. Tickets
St. Louis, July 27. Wool Is steady of W. H. Simpson, and he will probably rade and picnic September 2, under the plus
Frankfort, to begin work at once on a ocrats of the fifth dlatriot
nomwill be on sale August 7 and 21, good for can now be supplied by The Nuw Mexibe given the title of general advertising
of
Fountain
auspices
and unchanged.
City Lodge of 21 days from date of sale. Be sure and can Printing Company. Delivered at
revolver car- - inated Frank A. Horner for congress.
large supply of
1 Carpenters
and Jolnera nt
tell them to take the "Santa Fe Route." publisher's price of $110.
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Reports

San Juan county will this year ship
worth of winter apples to the
city markets. This is but one fruit of
the great horticultural resources of a
single county, and not the largest, either, in New Mexico. This is a hint of
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTIN8 CO.
the vast possibilities offered in this termatter at ritory to the horticulturist and the
Entered as Second-Clas- s
the Santa Fe Postoftlce.
It is welt to keep an eye on ths proRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .25 moters
of the international dam
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.09 scheme. There is evidence
that they
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 are quietly working up sentiment in its
Iaily, per month, by mail
2.00
favor in order to have a good start
Daily, three months, by mall
4.00 when congress meets again in DecemDally, six months, by mail
7.60 ber. New Mexico must continue wide
Daily, one year, by mail
25 awake and active in
asserting its rights
Weekly, per month
"5 to the waters of the Rio Grande and its
Weekly, per quarter
100 tributaries as far as they are situated
Weekly, six months
2.00 In New Mexico.
Weekly, per year

Santa

re

Hew mexican

'

The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to every postofflce in the territory, and has a
large and growing circulation among
the intelligent and progressive people of
the southwest.
ADVERTISING

9A7S8.

Wanted One cent a word each insertion.
Local Ten cents per line each Insertion,

Reading
Twenty-fiv- e

local Preferred position
cents per line each Inser-

tion.

Towne is to remain on tWe Populistic
ticket, to show the Democratic party
that the Populists are the whole thing,
and that the Democrats are merely
tolerated in the joint arrangement
which has been made to elect Populist
Bryan to the presidency. Adlai Stevenson is thus put into a very humiliating
ticket. But, aftposition on the fan-ta- il
er all, It makes very little difference, as
with the
the Populistic aggregation,
Democratic party as a tail to their kite,
has no reasonable show of carrying
more than fourteen states in

Displayed Two dollars an inch, single column, per month In Daily. One
dollar an inch, single column, in cither
English or Spanish Weekly.
Additional prices and particulars given on receipt of a copy of matter to be
inserted.

After the war in the Transvaal is settled a new market for American manufacturers will be thrown open. The
country formerly known as the Orange
Free State and the Transvaal Republic will enjoy an unprecedented era of
prosperity and growth, and the demand
FRIDAY. JULY 27.
for agricultural as well as manufacturing and commercial machinery will be
so great that Great Britain cannot supCommittee.
Central
Republican
ply it quickly enough. American manu
Territorial
Headquarters Republican
factures can produce better and cheapCommittee, Santa Fe, N. M., July 27, er In many instances than can the' Brit
1900. A meeting of the Republican cenish manufacturer, and if American Intral committee of New Mexico is here dustries
are alive to the situation they
by called to meet at Santa Fe, at the will capture the South African market
office of the secretary of said commit
and hold it for some time to come.
tee, on Wednesday, August 15, 1900, at
11 o'clock in the forenoon, for the. pur
The Horticultural Fair.
pose of fixing a time and place for the
The annual horticultural fair held at
holding of ,a territorial convention for
the purpose of placing in nomination Santa Fe is of territorial importance
by the Republican party of New Mexi Fairs may be held at other places
co a candidate for delegate to the fifty where there is more frolic, where bigger
seventh congress, to arrange for the crowds are in attendance, which bring
representation of the several counties more money to the places where they
at said convention, and to transact such are held, but not one of them ranks
other business as may be brought be with the horticultural fair as far as
fore the said committee.
lasting and general benefit are conA full attendance of the members of cerned. The horticultural fair is not a
While it is of general
money-make- r.
the committee Is earnestly requested.
benefit to the territory, yet the people
JOHN S. CLARK, Chairman.
of Santa Fe have thus far carried the
MAX. FROST, Secretary.
burden of its expense. This year the
territory should help; every county and
every community in New Mexico is directly or indirectly interested in its success, for it is the aim of the leaders in
the movement to bring to the notice of
the world the vast horticultural arid
agricultural possibilities of the terri
tory.
The Duplicity of Bryan.

For President,

william Mckinley.
For Vice President,
THEODORE

ROOSEVELT.

We favor home rule for and early admission to statehood of the territories
of New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma,
National Republican Platform.
Simpson was hissed in
the Populist convention at Fort Scott,
Kan. Thus the Pops, turn upon their
own idols.
The Democrats are fusing with any
thing and everything in sight until the
e
Democrat finds it impossible
to recognize his own party.
old-tim-

Carlsbad is to have a third bank.
There may be room for it, but from the
outside it looks as if Carlsbad is over
doing the banking business, the same
as It overdid newspaper enterprise.
The Texas Populists who met this
week had their platform copyrighted
so that It could not be stolen by the
Democratic
state convention which
meets in August. What will the Democrats of Texas do now?
The fusion of the Filipinos with the

Democrats is attested by the

docu-

ments found on Tagal rebels who are
shot while opposing the government of
the United States. Bryan's speeches in
the Tagal tongue are now among the
classics of the Filipino rebels.
Arizona is getting a bad reputation
with the Are insurance companies. Only
a short time ago the greater part of
Prescott was wiped out by a fire, and
now Yuma, which is the hottest place
on earth, anyway, has a $25,000 fire.
There is something else than drouth
that is ailing Arizona.
Wyoming papers boast that the census probably will show that the state
has a population of 120,000. New Mexico has a population more than twice as
great, and Is still a territory. There Ib
certainly no justice in a commonwealth
with twice the population of Wyoming
not being granted the same civil and
political rights.

Colonel Bryan influenced the Demo
cratlc leaders in the senate to vote for
the confirmation of the treaty of Paris,
which ceded Porto Rico and the Philip
pines to the United States. But he did
not do this for reasons of patriotism; it
was wholly on party grounds. He be
lieved that the treaty would be a na
tional pitfall, and that any form of calamity to the United States, whether it
be Insurrection in the Philippines or
discontent in Porto Rico, would be a
gain to him as a politician. The platform on which he Is running demands
a surrender of the Philippines. There is
no logical link between this position and
his advocacy of the treaty. It was not
as a friend of the treaty but as an ene
my of his country's welfare that Col
Bryan went to Washington when the
fate of the treaty depended on a few
votes. This certainly stamps him as a
blatant demagogue, who seeks his own
advantage at the expense of his coun
try's prestige.

long years l sunereu
untold misery. My
body was covered with
sores and ulcers. Several physicians treated
me, but all to no purpose. The mercury and
potash they gave me
seemed to add fuel to
the awful flame which
was devouring me.
Friends advised me to
fryS. 8.S. I began tak
n auu iiupruvcu
ing
from the start, and a
complete and perfect
cure was the result."
NATIONAL

close study of blood poison and actual experience in treating it. You can cure yourself perfectly and permanently
at home, and your secret is your own. Should you need
any information or medical advice at any time, write to
our physicians. They have made a life study of blood
diseases, and will give your letter prompt and careful
attention. Consult them as often as you please ; we make
no charge whatever for this service. All correspondence is
conducted in the strictest confidence.
Address, SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA.
TABULATING THE CENSDS

IRRIGATION.

Argument Against Federal Control of
Irrigation.
(Denver Republican.)
The National Advocate Is a paper de
voted to the advocacy of Irrigation con
ducted by the national government as
distinguished from the states. It would
place the entire system of irrigation
under control of the federal govern
ment, and compel the states to submit
to whatever laws might be enacted by
congress for the distribution of water
and to officials 'appointed by some department officer in Washington.
The Republican party in its national
platform has taken the correct position,
which is that the national government
should promote the reclamation of the
arid region, but that the regulation of
irrigation matters should be left to the
states. Every one who has given Intelligent and unprejudiced consideiation
to the subject will admit that this is
right, and that it would be disastrous
to deprive the states of the power to
regulate their irrigation systems.
Irrigation is as much a matter of
state or domestic concern as the con
struction and maintenance of county
roads. The problems connected with It
are almost exclusively local in charac
ter, arising as they do out of local con
ditions. One state has one system and
another something widely different. It
should be left to each state to deter
mine what particular method of water
distribution it may prefer. To Intrust
the matter to congress would involve
the enactment of laws through the
votes of men who are densely ignorant
of irrigation, never having had an opportunity to study it. Eventually, it
would be turned over to a commission
of either the interior or the agricul
tural department,' and Colorado and
New Mexico irrigation interests would
be controlled by men in the selection of
whom the people of those common
wealths would have no choice.
An

No man who Is loyal to the interests
of the arid states can consistently ad
vocate national control of irrigation.
The only shadow of excuse for it is the
plea that unless congress takes every
thing pertaining to irrigation out of
state hands injustice will be done by
Colorado to farmers residing In Kansas
or Nebraska. It is claimed that Colo
rado has no right to divert within its
limits water which might be used for
irrigation beyond the state line in Kan
sas, as If Ka nsas had any right supe
rior to that of Colorado.

Orlean.

A gentleman recently cured of dys
pepsia gave the following appropriate
rendering of Burns' famous blessing:
"Some have meat and cannot eat, and
some have none that want It; but we
have meat and we Can eat Kodol Dys
der of poor negroes In the refined me- pepsia Cure be thanked." Tills prepatropolis of Louisiana. China is consid ration will digest what you eat It in
ered merely a
nation, in stantly relieves and radically cures Inbe digestion and all stomach disorders.
There are indications that Russia is which outbreaks of mob rule may
alms Ireland's Pharmacy.
United
the
States
but
expected,
as
on
the
well
a
powers
stealing march
as on the Chinese. Russia may be In to lead the march of civilization, and
of human devil cry as
Pekin with 300,000 men while the allies such outbreaks
Notioe for Publication.
are still wrangling at Tien Tsin over were recorded in New Orleans this
Homestead Entry No. 4353.
blot
hideous
the
fair
are
a
week
upon
the leadership of the combined forces.
Laud Offioi at Sahta Pi, N. M.,
of
The
south.
the
name
the
of
July 24, 1900. f
people
There are quite a number of people outNotice Is hereby riven that the following- side of Russia who will wish the Rus Chinese Boxers may urge patriotism named settler
has filed notice of his intention
or religious fervor as an excuse for lanikaflnilnmnf
In ummrtof hiselalm.
sians good luck.
before the
proof will be made New
their awful crimes, but where Is there and that said
at Santa Fe,
Mexico,
or
Receiver
. 1900, vlst Simeon Viveaali for
It Is noteworthy that 'the Indians an extenuating circumstance In the Register
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of
terrible
were the lowest bidders for several story
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contracts for furnishing agricultural in New Orleans? Fortunately, the Btate He names thetpfollowing witnesses to prove
Ms continuous resldenee upon and cultivaproducts to army posts in the depart' of Louisiana Is strong enough to cope tion
of said land, visi
ment of Colorado. The Indiana com with the mob; it Is not as weak as Chi
Frunk V. Emerson, of Rows, N. M. ; David
L. Williams of Glorieta. N. M. : Epifanlo
ev
in
with
and
na
bust
murderers,
established
dozen
dealing
a
peted with
nd Creeenclo Roibal, of Pecos, N
man and woman in Gonzales
M.
ness firms, and In nearly every case the ery justice-lovin- g
MANUit, H.Otero, Register.
be
will
it
United
States
the
that
hopes
Indian bid was the lowest. The poBts to
to be furnished with supplies include swift In meting out the fullest measure
Forts Bayard and Wlngate In this ter- of punishment to the members of 'the
IN. M.
of race
ritory. The Indians evidently have mob who committed murder out
Mexico Reports
New
of
an
exam
IX
must
be
made
Volume
hatred.
They
In
that
made such progress
agriculture
for It Is ple that will stand out as a sign against can now be supplied by The Nuw Mexi
they should be
mob murder can Printing Company. Delivered at
only then when they will be on the any future attempts at
publisher's price of 13.30.
same footing as their white competitors. and rapine.

at New Orleans Is more
abominable than mob rule at Pekin.
The massacre of the foreign represent
atives at Pekin Is not one whit more of
a heinous crime than Is the murMob rule

.
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Population of Large Oities to Be Announced
Early in August.
Work at the census office is' progressing to the entire satisfaction of Director Merrlam. It is expected that- - the
calculating machines will complete the
woj'k on the larger cities some time in
the first week of August, and that a
definite announcement will be made In
relation to the population.
and New York
Both Philadelphia
schedules are now being tabulated, and
it is expected that among the large
cities of the country the announcement,
officially, of their population will be in
this order, Cincinnati, Philadelphia,
New York, St. Louis and Chicago.
y
there are 800 punchers at
work on the punching machines,- and
they are turning out 600 cards a day;
that is an average of 550,000 cards per
day being turned out of all the ma
chines. It is said that in two weeks this
average will be raised to 750,000. Each
of these cards represents the statistics
in relation to an individual, and these
are fed into a tabulating machine,
which makes the total In the different
classifications required, automatically.
In view of the work so far done the
director of the census said that all statistics will be. ready for congress by
December 1. This is desired, so that
the proper committee in congress can
Immediately draft a bill covering the
congressional apportionment for the
country. At this time there are 45,000,000
names in the census office waiting to be
counted, and 7,000,000 have passed
through the tabulating machines.
At present there are 2,000 schedules
arriving daily.
To-da-

These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo
cated In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe,
and about twelve miles from Barranca
Station, on the. Denver & Rio Grande
Railway, from which point a dally line '
of stages run to the Springs. The tem- perature of these waters is from 90 to
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. Al
titude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and
delightful the year round. There Is now
a commodious hotel for the convenience
of Invalids and tourists. These waters
contain 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline
Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy j
of these waters has been thoroughly .
tested by the miraculous cures attested '
to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, '
Malaria, Wright's Disease of the Kid- - ;
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; $14
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons, and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can
leave Santa Fe at 10: OS a. m. and reach
Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m. the same day;
r are ior ine rounu trip iiom oaiuti xe
to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars, address
,

GA.

For Wading.
What does this nation need? shouted
the impassioned orator. What docs this
nation require if she steps prondlv

across the Pacific it she strides boldly
across the mighty ocean in her march
of trade and freedom? I repeat, what
does she need?
Rubber boots, suggested the grossly
materialistic person in a rear seat.
New York Journal.
When you want a modern,
;hyslc try Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. They are easy to take
ar.d pleasant in effect. Price, 25 cents
Samples free at Ireland's drug sore.

Union

te

Proprietor.
Ojo

Caliente, Taos Co.,

Handout Harrv

It

makes me tired to
a man bein' Inde

pendently rich.
Tlepass Teddy Why?
Handout Harry Coz dey ain't none
o' dose rich guys wot's half as independent as we is. Exchange.
CURES

M0KI TEA P0SIVIVELY

SICK

HEADACHE,

Indigestion and constipation. A delight
ful herb drink. Removes all eruptions
of the skin, producing a perfect com
plexlon, or money refunded. 25 cts. and

Wets.
For sale at Fischer's

drug; store.

A Chinese

Outrage.
"Another Chinese outrage!" shouted

Hobbs.
"Where?"
"Eigh here! The blamed Chink laun
dryman has burned my shirt." Clove
land Plain Dealer.

The El Paso

M- -

&

MONTEZUMA LODGK,
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
communicaRegular
tion first Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
W. S. HARROUN,

Ms,

&

W. M.

F. P. CR1CHTON, Secretary.

SANTA FE CHAPTER, No.
1, R. A. M. Regula.- convocation second Monday In
each month at Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
-

SANTA FE COMMANDERT
No. 1, K. T. Regular conclave fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
S. G. CART WRIGHT, E. C.
7:30 p. m.
E. S. DAVIS, Recorder.

I.

O. O. IT.

AZTLAN LODGE, No. 3, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Vis
iting brothers welcome.
JOHN C. SEARS, N. G.
L. M. BROWN, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. S,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of each
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
"
patriarchs welcome.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, C. P.
J. E. HAINES, Scribe.

Northeastern

MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No. t,
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and
Ajamogordojl Sacramento third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Mountain Ry.
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisTIME TABLE NO. 5.
ters welcome.
MRS. ALLIE BROWN, N. G.
(Mountain Time.)
....10:30 a. m.
Train leaves El Paso
MISS SALLTE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.
2:30 p. m.
Arrives Alamogordo
8:30 p.m.
Arrives Capitan
K.
;. 8:45 a.m.
Trains leaves Capitan
Arrives Alamogordo.
2:00p.m.
7:00 p.m. SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of
Arrives El Paso
meeting every Tuesday even-In- g
except
Sunday.)
(Dally
7:30
o'clock at Castle hall. Visitat
Gold
Great
Trains run via Jarllla, the
and Copper Camp, on Tuesdays and ing knights given a cordial welcome.
DAVID M. WHITE, C. C.
Fridays.
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
Trains leave Alamogordo for Toboggan, on the summit of the Sacramento,
twice a day.
A O. TT.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian
Agency and San Andreas mining re GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.,
gion.
meets every second and fourth
At Carrlzosa For White Oaks, Jlca Wednesdays at 8 p. m.
rillas, Galllnas and surrounding coun
W. S. HARROUN, M. W.
try.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
At Walnut For Nogal.
At Capitan For Fort Stanton Sanl
TP. O. EliTCB.
tarium. Gray, Lincoln, Richardson, Ru- Idosa and Bonito country.
At Toboggan For Pine Springs, Elk, SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P. (X
Ta
,. ,1 tie,
oaaalnna nn ths
Weed, Upper Penasco, Penasco and the
entire Sacramento mountain region.
second and fourth Wednesdays of each
For Information of any kind regard month. Visiting brothers are Invited
ing the railroads or the country adja. and welcome.
J. A. MASSIE, E. R.
cent thereto, call on or write to
T. J. HELM, Secretary.
A. S. GREIG,
and Traffic
General Superintendent
Alamogordo, N. M.
Manager,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
H. ALEXANDER, Asst. Gen. F. and
P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M.
Or F. E. MORRISS, Agent, El Paso,
Law.
Attoi neys
Texas.

OF F.

W.

listless,-run-dow-

lnlls

M

N.

ASOlfj a.

AND

WORKING NIGHT AND DAT
The busiest and mightiest little thing
that ever was made is Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Every pill Is a sugar-coate- d
globule of health, that changes weakBRAVE MEN FALL
Victims to stomach, liver and kidney ness Into strength, Ustlessness Into enbrain-fa- g
into mental power,
troubles, as well as women, and all feel ergy,
the results In loss of appetite, poisons They're wonderful In building up the
health. -- Only 25c per box. Soli by
In the blood, backache, nervousness,
& Co.
Fischer
n
headache and tired,
feeling. But there's no need to feel like
Great Confidence.
that. Listen to J. W. Gardner, Idaville,
"He was alwavs- - confident, 1 am told,
Ind. He says: "Electric Bitters are just
the thing for a man when he is all run that he would one day be reckoned a
poet.
down, and don't care whether he lives great
"Confident! Why, he wrote his post- or dies. It did more to give me new
letters before he was
years
nv- v,Bn
J
Oil Cllf--,
MlfSb
old." Detroit Free Press.
,
thing I could take. I can now eat
TABLETS ARE
ACKER'S DYSPEPSIA
and have a new lease on life.
SOLD ON A
Only 60 cents, at Fischer & Co.'s drug
store. Every bottle guaranteed.
Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burraising of the food, distress after eat
Acted as Seconds.
ing or any form of dyspepsia. One lit
"The Chinese imperial troops are tie tablet gives Immediate relief. 25
siding with the Boxers," said Mr. Hiland. cts. and 50 cts.
"It seems to be the case," added Mr. For sale at Fischer's
drug store.
Halket, "that even If the troops did no
boxing themselves, they acted as secA Mew Plan.
onds." Pittsburg Chronicle.
"They are going to run the new hotel
disFor burns, injuries, plies and skin
on the European plan.
eases use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve,
"Heavens! I hope the plan doesn't
rt is the original. Counterfeits may be include tips." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
offered. Use only DeWitt's. Ireland's
Pharmacy.
Proposals for wood and hay- - V. S. Indian
school Service. Santa Ke. N. M . July 5. in XI.
Good Advice.
Sealed proposals endorsed ''Proposals for
wood or lisy, us tne case may be, and adGreat Actor I propose making a fare- dressed
to the
at Santa Ve. New
well tour of the provinces. What play Mexico, will heundersigned
received at this school until
two o'clockp.m. of Friday July 27, ItiUti, for
would you advise?
at this school as
Critic "Much Adieu About Nothing." fnrni.liing nnd delivering
required during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1901, about 8u0 cords of wood and 5(1 tons of
Philadelphia North American.
nay, asper specincations or tne superintendent. Wood and hay offered for delivery un
Summer Tours Via the Santa Fe.
der contract will De snojeot to a rigid iuspec-tiobefore acceptance or re jection thereof.
Reduced rate tickets are now on sale The rltrht
is reserved to reipot' anv and all
via the Santa Fe Route to points In bids or any part of any bid, if deemed for the
nest
interest
the service, uertined cnecits :
Arizona
Colorado,
California, Iowa, inch bid mustor be
accompanied by a certified
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, checu
or draft upon some united states le
nositorv or solvent national bank lnad Dav
Michigan, Now York, .Pennsylvania.
New England states and Canada; Tick- able to the Commissioner of Indian AffAlrs.
'five per cent of the'amount of the
ets on sale dally up to and Including for at leastwhich
check or draft will be
September 30, good for return passage (it'oposal,the United States in case any bidder
until October 31. Call on any ticket or bidders receiving an award shall fail to
promptly execute a contract with good and
agent of the Santa Fe Route for particusuracieiit sureties, otherwise to be returned
lars.
H. S. Lvtz, Agent,
to the bidder. Bids accompanied by cash in
Santa Fe, N. M. lieu of a certified check will not be consid- PECCS
ered. For any additional information apply
W. J. Black, G. P. A
to u. J uramiaii, siiuerintendent.
Topeka, Kas.
-

.nnt.

Joseph

Independent Poverty.
hear folks talk about
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0J0 CALIENTE

Contagious Blood Poison is the most degrading and destructive of all diseases, as it vitiates and corrupts the entire system.
me nrsi sore or uiccr is iouowea oy iitiie rea pimpiea ou iuc uuuy, uiuuui mu iuiuhi ucuu..- - ,v, .....
glands enlarge and inflame, copper colored splotches appear, and hair and eyebrows fall out. These are
some of the milder symptoms ; they increase in severity, finally attacking the vital organs ; the body is
tortured with rheumatic pains and covered with offensive eating sores.
It is a peculiar poison, and so highly contagious that an innocent person handling the same articles
used by one infected with this loathsome' disease, may be inoculated with the virus. It can be transmitted
from parent to child, appearing as the same disease or in a modified form like Eczema or Scrofula.
blood
Many an old sore or stubborn skin trouble appearing in middle life, is due and traceable to
poison contracted in early life. You may have taken potash and mercury faithfully for two or three years
and thought you were cured, but you were not, for these poisonous minerals never cure this disease ; they
drive it from the outside, but it is doing its work on the inside, and will show up again sooner or later.
Mr.T.W. Uc, Mont
You may not recognize it as the same old taint, but it is. S. S. S. has cured thousands of cases of
gomery, Ala., writes:
Contagious Blood Poison, and it will cure you. It it the only purely vegetable Mood purifier known,
'Several years ago I
and the only antidote for this poison. S. S. S. cleanses the blood thoroughly of every particle of the
was inoculated with
by a diseasea
poison
poison there is never any return of the disease.
nurse, who infected
Send oT our Home Treatment book,
my baby, and for six

Colorado has a right to all the water
of its streams, and the Arkansas does
not cease to be a Colorado stream un
til It crosses the state line. But apart
from this constitutional proposition, the
question between a Kansas and a Colo
rado irrigator Is an Individual one. The
Kansas man cannot claim that he has
been Injured unless he can show in him
self a prior right to divert the water
The Demand lor Copper.
consumed in Colorado. It is In that
Since 1880 the output of copper in the case purely one of vested rights, to be
United States has tripled. Last year settled In the courts according to the
the product amounted to 463,000 tons, facts of the case.
and yet it was not equal to the de
The danger to be feared from this
mand. The consumption of copper has
of a right to divert water for Ir
grown more rapidly than the produc denial
tlon. The product of some of the great rigation in Colorado Is that the su
court of the United States may
producers has been contracted for far preme
take
the
ground that the doctrine of
diffi
find
and
manufacturers
ahead,
should be enforced. In
riparian
rights
the
in
that
they
copper
culty
obtaining
need in their work. There is every in that case all Irrigation would be de
dication that this demand for copper is stroyed. Irrigation Is In conflict with
a permanent feature of the Industrial riparian rights, which were long ago
set aside In Colorado by the laws of this
activity of this country. This should
state. In case the riparian right doc
to
and
investors
encourage prospectors
trine should be enforced, it would prewhich
more
open
copper prospects
abound in New Mexico. There is no vent irrigation in Kansas as effectually
doubt but that with ample capital, wide as It would in Colorado, and agricul
ture In the arid region would be de
experience and good management 100
more copper mines might be profitably stroyed. It is difficult to believe that
the supreme court of the United States
operated in this territory. Right around
Santa Fe copper can be found in paying would take so radical a stand, but
there is no telling what It might decide,
quantities if the best and cheapest
methods of treating the ore were adopt- and, therefore, men who are Interested
in reclaiming the arid region should do
ed, and New Mexico will some day be
the chief copper producing state of the all in their power to enlighten the pub
lic and the courts on this highly imporUnion.
tant phase of the subject.
Mob Rule at New
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$125,000
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i MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.

BY

THE

CHAS. A. SPIESS,
Attorney at law. Will practice In all
territorial courts. East Las Vegas, N.M.

MEXICAN
CENTRAL

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office In Griffin Block. Collections an

searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. OfB"
in the Capitol.

RAILWAY
you can teacb the
very heart :f Mexico,
The Mexican Central
Rftllwav Is standiild
gauge throi ghout and
offers all conveniences c! n cdern rail
way travel. For rates
and further informs
tlon a'ddress

n

B.J. KVIIN

Coni'l Agt. El Paso, Tex

VALLEY

& NQRTHEASTERM RY

.

(Central Time)
Train No. 1 leaves CarlBbad at 2.20 p
m. Arrives at Roswell at 6:50 p. m.j
Amarlllo, 4:50 a, m connecting with
the A., T. & S. F. and the Colors lo and
Southern.
Train No. 2 leaves Amarlllo, dally at
10:50 p. m. Arrives at Roswell at 8:40
a. m.; Catisbad at 12:35 p. m.
Train No. 6 leaves Carlsbad at 7 a. m.
Arrives at Pecos at 11:05 a. m.
Train No. 3 (mixed) daily, leaves Ros.
well at 7:25 a, m. 'Arrives at Amarlllo
at .7:55 p. m.
,. .
Train No. 4 (mixed) dally, leaves
Amarlllo at 7 a. rn. Arrives at Portales
at 2:25 p. m., and at Roswell at 7:35 p.m
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
isogai, jn. m., leave uoswen, n m.
dally except Sunday at 7 a. m.
For low rates, for Information regard
Ing the resources of this valley, price
oi lands, etc., address

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe N. M. LanA
and mining business a specialty.
R. C. GORTNER,
Attorney at Law. District attorney for
the first judicial district, countus ot
Santa Fe, San Juan, Rio Arriba and
Taos. Practices In all courts of the ter
ritory. Offices in the MaBonlc building
and Court House, Santa Fe, N. M.

Insurance.

i

Charles

W.

Dudrow,

COAL, LUMBER, FEED.
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.
All kinds of rough
'

and finished lumber; Texas floor '

Ing at lowest mirket prise; windows and doors

The FIRST

UNITED
STATES

WATIAWAI
nil 1 1 win iLi

DESIGNATEL
DEPOSITARY,

BANK,.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Reports

R.

J.

PALEJ1,

President.

J. lj. VAU0r", Cashier!

est companies doing business In the territory of New Mexico, In both life, fire
and accident Insurance.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND
PUBLICS.

NO-TA-

R. It. BACA.
Real estate agent and notary public.
Expert translator from Spanish to English and from English to Spanish. Typewriting done correctly and neatly. Of
fice Prince block, Palace avenue, Santa
''.
Fe, N. M.

DBBT1BT.

General Manaffer,
D. W. MANLET,
SonraU. ft. V Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner of
E. W. MASTIDDELL,
Plaza, over Flsoher's Drug Store. .
Gen. Trt and Paaa Afent,
.
If.
Amarlllo, Tex., and Roswell,
Notice for Publication.

,

Homestead Kntry NoU80.J

Laud Omol

Fa, N, M.
at SahtaJuly
li,

WOO.

I

j

thnt the folloWlM
Hnl. I.
named settler hat DM notice of his Intention
to make final proof In support of his elalm,
and that said proof will be made before the
Kes-lste-r
or neoeiver maiirai i "
in., mi Aiuriiat, 11. loon, vim J. Antnnlo Analla
se H. H w .
for theaw t ne H, nw
havahv irlvMI

OP'

S. E. LANKARD,

Insurance Agent. Office, Catron Block,
east side of Plaza. Represents the larg-

17,tpl4n,r9e.
He names the following;

Cheap Bummer Kates Via D. A X, 0).
The following rates are authorised for
the season of 1900: Santa Fe to Denver
and return, $28.50; to Colorado Springs,
$23.85; to Pueblo, $20.05. Tickets limited
to continuous passage In each direction.
Final limit for return, November Uj
T. J. HELM,
1900.
General Ageat.

witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivaEngraved cards de vlslte can b
tion of said land, vis:
and cheaply procured. In th
promptly
Tomas
Padllla.
Bentura Analla, Fermln
Very latest and most elegant ltyles at
Mr.ntoya, Luis Chaves, all of Gallsteo. N. U.
the New Mexican printing office,
ftttrteMr

mssBssssBBssBBsmammm
RECIFB FOR SJAKING ICE.
Any housewife by following the new
recipe just discovered will be able to

THE REPUBLICAN

" ?Jea the other
He died
very uiiusummer ot life, and he left
ine doctor's certih
cate showed thai
death resulted from
typhoid fever. The
doctor himself said
to a friend: "That
man was a suicide.
He had a splendid
constitution. I
could have pulled
him through if his
stomach had been
sound. . But he
ruined his stomach
by hasty meals,
snatched in
inter- 1
vnlenf K,,ajA0a
by neglect of symptoms which have been
warning him a year past, that his stomach
was falling in its duties."
i u US
iuc

this subject to the earnest consideration of the people and of the legislatures of the several states.
RURAL FREE DELIVERY.
We favor the extension of the rural
free delivery service wherever its extension may be Justified.
. RECLAIMING ARID LANDS.
In further pursuance of the constant
policy of the Republican party to provide free homes on the public domain,
we recommend adequate national legislation to reclaim arid lands of the
United States, reserving control of the
distribution of water for Irrigation to
the respective states and territories.
STATEHOOD FOR TERRITORIES
We favor home rule for and the early
admission to statehood of the territories
of New Mexico, Arizona and Oklahoma,
REDUCTION OF WAR TAXES,
The DIngley act, amended to provide
sufficient revenue for the war, has so
well performed Its work that It has
been possible to reduce the war debt In
So ampta .are
the sum of $40,000,000.
these government revenues, and so
great Is the public confidence In the in
tegrity of its obligations, that its newly
funded 2 per cent bonds sell at a premlum. The country Is now justified In
expecting, and it will be the policy of
the Republican party to bring about.
reduction of the war taxes

--

0 0 0

make ice easily. This new Ice is cheap
and quickly prepared, being composed
of a kind of ammonia salt. With It
Ice cream may be frozen In a few min
utes. So many wonderful improve' It Sets Forth Succinctly and Clearly
ments are being discovered that it
the Position of the Repubbrings into prominence any institution
that remains unchanged. Such an ex
lican Party.
It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and reconample is Hostetters's Stomach Bitters,
n
the
structing the exhausted digestive or
remedy for weak stom
gans. itiHtlielatestdiscovereddlgest- achs. Fifty years has seen no change MANY POLITICAL PROBLEMS
ant and tonic. JNo other preparation
in it. While many imitations have ris
can anproucu it in etnciencv.
in
en and fallen, this excellent medicine
stantly relieves and permanently cures
has remained unchanged as a cure for The Party Baa Redeemed the Promises Made
Dyspepsia, indigestion, HeartDurn,
The symptoms of a disordered condition
indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia and
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
In 1896 It Will Also Keep the Pledges
of the stomach and the organs of digestion
Sick Heartache, Gastralgla, Cramps and
biliousness, it is unequalled. See that
and nutrition are, among others, variable
Made At Philadelphia A Prosperall other results of Imperfect digestion.
our private revenue stamp covers the
appetite, tour risings, heartburn, undue
Price 50c. and it. Large size contains 2V4 times
neck of the bottle.
ous Administration.
fullness after eating, dull headache, dingy
inmiisize. jjock au aboutuyspeuslamauea rree
complexion, discolored eye, fluctuations in
Mrs. Brown's Cook.
Vepared by E. C. DeWITT & CO. Chicago.
physical strength, nervousness, sleeplessIreland's Pharmacy.
The following is the text of the Re
Mrs. Nollttle Mrs. Brown is putting
No one person will
ness, despondency.
on airs nowadays. She has a new cook publican platform, as adopted by the have all these symptoms at once, but any
one of them calls for prompt aid for the
with a high sounding naaie.
national convention at Philadelphia:
It Just Suits Him.
suffering stomach.
Mrs. Nomore Indeed! I thought she
The Republicans of the United States,
When the mercury is flying high and
The restoration of the stntnanh
aid her own work.
breezes absent be, comes some
chosen representatives in and nutritive organs to a condition of sound
Mrs. Nollttle No; I took dinner there through their
ucaiui, uciu wna me nrst dose of Dr
national convention, looking back upon rierce-braggart, crying, "Ha, this
and
loveliest
had
the
uoiden Medical Discovery. The
yesterday,
they
weather just suits me.'' Indianapolis
dessert I ever put in my mouth. Sh an unsurpassed record of achievement, cure progresses from that dnn until h.
Journal.
didn't tell me what it was, but she said and looking forward Into a great field functions of the stomach and its related
ic in neaiiuy operation. Then the
AUGUST FLOWER.
that Charlotte Russe made It, and I sup' of duty and opportunity and appealing vigBus
nerves are quiet,
the appetite healthful, the
"It is a surprising fact," says Prof.
pose she's the new cook. San Francisco to the judgment of their countrymen,
"
T," "V-- 7e
Examiner.
?,S!JcomP,L:
make these declarations:
Houton, "that In my travels in all parts
m B
y
condition of nerfect health
of the world, for the last ten years, I
PROMISES REDEEMED.
The
stomach The expectation In which the Ameri
"I was troubled with indication
remedy
have met more people having used
NICARAGUA CANAL.
AND BOWEL TROUBLES.
"lu" wm. nowjeer, Jtsq., ot Juliaetta
can people, turning from the Democrat
We favor the construction, ownership, ureen's August Flower than any other
Latah
Co., Idaho. " I tried different doctors and
"I have been in the drug business for ic
raucuics um
bo avail, until i wrote to yt
control and protection of an Isthmian remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver
party. Intrusted power four years and
vou told me what to do. i
.
twenty years and have sold most ail of ago to a
Republican chief magistrate pain in my stomach and left side and thought canal by the government of the United and stomach, and for constipation.
I
the proprietary medicines of any note.
and a Republican congress, has been that it would kill me. Now I am glad to write States.
find for tourists and salesmen, or for
uuw mas i am an right. I can
Among the entire list I have never met and satisfied. When the
juu
ORIENTAL MARKETS.
persons filling office positions, where
people do my work now without pain and 1 don't have
found anything to equal Chambei Iain's
tired feeling that I used to have. Five
then assembled at the polls after a term that
New markets are necessary for the headaches and general bad feelings
bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Din.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
of Democratic administration business
" nra tom oi ma rieasant Pellets Increasing surplus of our farm prod from irregular habits exist, that Green's
for all stomach and bowel troubles,
was dead, industry paralyzed and the cured me."
ucts. Every effort should be made to August Flower is a grand remedy. It
says O. W. Wakefield, of Columbus, Oa, national credit
Don't
the dealer sell you a substitute.
Joes not injure the system by frequent
disastrously impaired, if you let
)en and obtain new markets, especial
want a cure.
"This remedy cured two severe cases of
Insist on having
The country's capital was hidden away
In
use, and is excellent for sour stomachs
and
Golden
the
the
Medical
admlnistiatlon
ly
Orient,
cholera morbus in my family, and
Discovery."
and its labor distressed and unem
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet Hnrniu all Is warmly to be commended for its sue and indigestion."
Sample bottles free
have recommended and sold hundreds
svuiiiicaiuu puwuers. iney make tne skin essful effort to commit all trading and at Ireland's Drug Store. Sold by deal
of bottles of it to my customers to their ployed.
The Democrats had no other plan with ucaiuiy anu me complexion clear.
colonizing nations to the policy i f the irs In all civilized countries.
entire satisfaction. It affords a quick which to
improve the ruinous condl
open door In China.
and sure cure In a pleasant form." For tions
A Clear Case.
which they had themselves pro publican legislation may seem to have NEW EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
sale by A. C. Ireland.
What do you mean by saving music
duced than to coin silver at the ratio secured the country against the peril of
In the interest of our expanding com
njured your health?
of 16 to 1. The Republican party, de a base and discredited currency, the merce we recommend that congress ere
A Hardened Case.
Why, that girl next door pounds her
Stone seems to be a confirmed old. nouncing the plan as sure to produce election of a Democratic president could ite a department of commerce and In
so late that we have to go to bed
conditions even worse than those from not fail to impair the country's credit ilustrles, in the charge of a Secretary, piano
bachelor.
with all our windows shut. Detroit
and to bring once more Into question with a seat in the cabinet.
Yes; he wouldn't get married for love which relief was sought, promised
Free Press.
nor money. Philadelphia Bulletin.
restore prosperity by means of two ex the intention of the American people to The United States consular system
RED HOT FROM THE GUN
ecutive measures a protective tariff maintain upon the gold standard the should be reorganized under the superA GOOD COUGH MEDICINE.
and a law making gold the standard of parity of their money circulation. The vision of this new department, under Was the ball that hit G. B. Steadman,
Many thousands have been restored value. The people by great
majorities Democratic party must be convinced 9uch a basis of appointment and tenure of Newark, Mich., In the Civil War. It
to health and happiness by the use of issued to
the Republican party a com that the American people will never tol as will render It still more serviceable caused horrible Ulcers that no treatChamberlain's Cough Remedy. If af mission to enact these laws. This com erate the
ment helped for 20 years. Then Buck- Chicago platform.
to the nation's increasing trade.
flicted with any throat or lung trouble, mission has been executed
len's Arnica Salve cured him.' Cures
UNLAWFUL TRUSTS.
the Re
and
PROTECTION OF CITIZENS
give it a trial, for it is certain to prove publican promise Is redeemed.
We recognize the necessity and pro
Cuts, Bruises, Burns, Bolls, Felons,
The
American
must
government
pro
beneficial. Coughs that have resisted
Best Pile cure
of tect the person and property of every Corns, Skin Eruptions.
SOLID PROSPERITY.
priety of the honest
all other treatment for years have
more general and more capital to meet new business conditions, citizen wherever he Is wrongfully vlo on earth. 26 cts. a box. Cure guaran
'
Prosperity
yielded to this remedy and perfect abundant than we have ever known has and especially to extend our
teed. Sold by Fischer & Co.. drueirists.
Inlated or placed in peril.
health been restored. Cases that seemed followed these enactments. There Is no creasing foreign trade, but werapidly
condemn
A Better Plan.
hopeless, that the climate of famous longer controversy as to the value of all conspiracies and combinations in
WORK OF WOMEN.
The
of Turkev wishes to cele
Sultan
to
failed
have
resorts
health
benefit,
We congratulate the women of Amer brate
any government
Every tended to restrict business, to create
the twenty-fiftanniversary of his
been permanently cured by its use. For American dollar is obligations.
ica
record
.of
their
to
to
or
upon
limit
splendid
public
or
a gold dollar,
Its monopolies,
production
succession to the throne by a gorgeous
sale by A. C. Ireland.
in
aid
association
the
service
volunteer
control
assured equivalent, and American cred
prices, and favor such legisla
juDiiee. said tosaick.
But 11 he wishes to create a eenuino
it stands higher than that of any na tlon as will effectually restrain and pre and as nurses In camp and hospital
Busy.
You don't do anything at all, do you. tion. Capital Is fully employed, and ev vent all such abuses, protect and pro during the recent campaigns of our sensation he ought to pay his debts,
mote competition and secure the rights armies in the eastern and western In said Keedick. Detroit Free Press.
erywhere labor is profitably occupied.
uigDyv
Don't do anything? Do you know
No single fact can more strikingly of producers, laborers and all who are dies, and we appreciate their faithful
in all works of education
that the work performed by the mere tell the story of what Republican gov engaged in industry and commerce.
vital processes of the human body every ernment means to the country than
snd industry.
THE PROTECTION POLICY.
Shows the state of your feelings and
twenty four hours amounts to lifting this that while during the whole pe
We renew our faith in the policy of
SAMOA.
the state of your health as well. Im
34Uu tons?
Journal.
Indianapolis
riod of 107 years, from 1790 to 1897, there protection to American labor. In that
President McKlnley has conducted pure blood makes Itself apparent in a
was an excess of exports over Imports policy our Industries have been estab the foreign affairs of the United States pale and sallow
HEARTBURN.
complexion, Pimples
When the quantity of food taken is of only $383,026,497, there has been In the lished, diversified and maintained. By with distinguished credit to the Ameri and Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling
the
home
the
market
compe can people. In releasing us from the weak and worn out and do not have a
too large or the quality too rich heart- short three years of the present Repub protecting
burn Is likely to follow, and especially lican administration an excess of ex tltion has Men stimulated and produc vexatious condition of a European alli healthy appearance, you should try
so if the digestion has been weakened ports over Imports In the enormous sum tion cheapened. Opportunity to the in ance for the government of Samoa, his Acker's Blood Elixir. It cures all blood
ventive genius of our people has been course Is
Eat slowly and not of $1,482,738,094.
by constipation.
especially to be commended. liseases where cheap Sarsaparillas and
secured and wages in every department
A SUCCESSFUL WAR.
too freely of easily digested food,
By securing to our undivided control
purifiers fall; knowing this,
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rates,
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while
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high
people
the most important island of the 8a- - we sell every bottle on a positive guar
elapse between meals and when
disnow
ever
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than
before, always
moan group, and the best harbor in the antee.
you feel a fullness and weight in the tained by this Republican legislation
region of the stomach after eating, in- have been achieving these splendid trl tinguishing our working people In their Southern Pacific, every American In
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
dicating that you have eaten too much, umphs in their business and commerce, better conditions of life from those of terest has been safeguarded.
Rations of Travel.
take one, of Chamberlain's Stomach and they have conducted and in victory any competing country. Enjoying the
HAWAII.
Mike, said Ploddlne Pete, do vou be
Liver Tablets and the heartburn may concluded a war for liberty and human blessings of the American common
We approve the annexation of the lieve In dis sixteen to one?
school, secure in the right of self-go- v
be avoided. For sale by A. C. Ireland. rights. No thought of national aggran
Sometimes I do, answered Meanderingdlzement tarnished the high parpose ernment, and protected in the occupa Hawaiian islands to the United States.
an' sometimes I don't. It de
Reads the Party Papers.
with which American standards were tlon of their own markets, their con BOERS AND MONROE DOCTRINE. Mike, on
whether it's sixteen meals to
pends
stantly Increasing knowledge and skill We commend the
Why, Clara, dear, what has happened? unfurled.
part taken by our one mile or sixteen miles to one uioal
It Is not a month since your marriage,
was a war unsought and patiently have enabled them finally to enttr the
It
government in the peace conference at Washington Star.
and I find you sighing and moping al- resisted, but when it came the Amert markets of the world.
The Hague. We assert our stetidfast
ACKER'S ENGLISH REMEDY WILL STOP
ready.
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can
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government
Ah, Hilda, darling! George is stand- were cleared for action.ready.
A COUGH
We favor the associated policy of rec adherence to the policy announced In
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know
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for
the county, you
the Monroe doctrine. The provisions of At
ing
the field, and the quick and signal iprocity so directed as to open our mar- The
and
will cure the worst
time,
any
and I've only just learnt from the
reHague convention were wisely
kets on favorable terms for what we do
cold in twelve hours, or money refundtenopposition what a really dreadful man triumph of Its forces on land and sea not
when
President
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garded
ourselves produce in return for free
bore equal tribute to the courage of
ed. 25 cts. and 50 cts.
I have married! London
dered his friendly offices In the interest
American soldiers and sailors and to foreign markets.
For sale at Fischer's drug store.
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LAWS TO PROTECT LABOR.
the skill and foresight of Republican
lator pf a counterfeit equally guilty.
In the further interest of American South African Republic.
Too Hard.
To 10,000,000 of the huWhile the American government must
The dealer who sells you a dangerous statesmanship.
man race there was given "a new birth workmen, we favor a more effective re
This
Boxnr
McFlnglo
counterfeit of DeWltt's Witch Hazel of freedom," and to the- - American peo striction of the Immigration of cheap continue the policy prescribed by Wash pronounce China s doom. outbreak will
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succeeding
every
Salve risks your life to make a little
by
ington,
Met angle Well, Its good somethin e
labor from foreign lands, the extension
ple a new and noble responsibility.
larger profit.' You cannot trust him. De
of opportunities of education for work president, and imposed upon us by The will. I'm blamed sure we Americans
in
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STATESMANSHIP.
of
can't pronounce anything else In the
Witt's is the only genuine cure for plies
ing children, the raising of the age Um Hague treaty,
We Indorse the administration of It for child labor, the protection of free European controversies, the American language. New York World.
and all skin diseases. See that your
dealer gives you DeWltt's Salve, Ire William McKlnley. Its acts have been labor as against contract convict labor, people earnestly hope that a way may
One Minute Cough Cure is the only
land's Pharmacy.
established In wisdom and patriotism, md an effective system of labor lnsur soon be found, honorable alike to both harmless
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OUR MERCHANT MARINE.
That's a terrible noise In the nursery, of the American nation. Walking un
Our present dependence upon foreign
THE PHILIPPINES AND CUBA,
Mollle, said the mistress. What's the tried paths and facing unforeseen re
of our foreign
for
Following Instructions.
In accepting, by the treaty of Paris
matter? Can't you keep the baby quiet? sponsibilities, President McKlnley has thipping Is
to
a
loss
the
great
Industry the just responsibility of our victories
Young Sammie Spender is carrying
arrying
Shure, ma'am replied Molly, I can't been in
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every situation the' true Amert if this country. It is also a serious dan In
governors wisues laitiuully,
keep him quiet unless I let him make
the Spanish war, the president and um
can patriot and the upright statesman,
er to our trade, for its sudden with the senate
noise.
undoubted
won
the
approval
How's that?
clear in vision, strong in judgment, firm drawal In the event of European wai of
the American people. No other course
It has been demonstrated by expert' in action, always Inspiring and deserv would seriously cripple our expanding
Why, the old gentleman left instruc
was possible than to destroy Spain's tions in bis will that after his death his
ence that consumption can be prevent ing the confidence of his countrymen.
foreign commerce. The national defense sovereignty throughout the West Indies dust was to be scattered to the winds.
ed by the early use of One Minute
tnd naval efficiency of this country. and In the Philippine Islands.
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grippe and all throat and lung troubles, new
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their commission to the Republican recover our former place among the Ity before the world, and with theinterCures quickly. Ireland's Pharmacy.
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fleets of the world.
organized population whom
lic to know of one concern in the land
party, we remind them of the fact that
vention had freed from Spain to provide who are not afraid to be generous to the
the menace to their prosperity has alMidsummer Science.
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for the maintenance of law and order, needy and suffering. The
proprietors of
ways resided in Democratic principles,
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tion, Coughs and Colds have given away
mane me not. umcago Record. .
over ten million trial bottles of this
affairs, The prime essential of business government's duty to provide for sur ternational obligations.
Our authority could not be less than great medicine; and have the satisfac
prosperity is public confidence in the vivors and for the widows and orphans
There are no better pills made than good sense of the government and Its of those who have fallen in
the coun- our responsibility, and wherever sover tion of knowing it has absolutely cured
DeWltt's Little Early Risers. Always ability to deal Intelligently with each
wars.
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founded elgn rights were extended it became the thousands of hopeless cases. Asthma,
laws,
pension
try's
prompt and certain. Ireland's Phar new problem of administration and leg In this just sentiment, should be liberal high duty of the government to main Bronchitis, Hoarseness and all diseases
macy.
islation. That confidence the Democratand should be liberally administered, tain Its authority, to put down armed of the Throat, Chest and Lungs are
ic party has never earned. It is hope and preference should be given when Insurrection and to confer the blessings surely cured by It. Call on Fischer St
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lessly inadequate, and the country's ever practicable, with respect to em of liberty and civilisation upon all the Co., druggists, and get a free trial bot
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To Cuba independence and self-go- v
We renew our allegiance to the prin llcan party In maintaining the efficien
Oh, said the man who always likes to
De Witt's Little Early Risers ate fa- ciples of the gold
same
voice
In
be very important, and here are some
and declare cy of the civil service. The administra ernment were assured the
standard,
mous little pills for liver and bowel our confidence In the wisdom of the leg- tion has acted wisely In Its effort to se by which war was declared, and to the genuine Havana postage stamps.
troubles. Never gripe. Ireland's
vvnai s interesting about them?
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islation of the
congress by cure for public service In Cuba, Porto letter this pledge shall be performed.
the fact that thev are
Nothing,
except
AN HONORABLE RECORD.
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which the parity of all our money and Rico, Hawaii and the Philippine islands
The Republican party, upon its hlS' genuine. excuange.
the stability of our currency on a gold only those whose fitness has been deter.
An Authority on China.
mined by training and experience. We tory and upon this declaration of its
basis has been secured.
FREE OF CHARGE.
Husband I'd like to know what Is to
believe that employment In the public principles and policies, confidently in
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call at Ireland's Drug Store will be prepose of further equalising and of low
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ering the rates of Interest.4 we favor
After many intricate experiments, sented with a sample bottle of Bosch
It was the plain purpose of the fif scientist
as will en
have discovered methods for ee's German Syrup, free of charge. On
During last May an infant child of such monetary legislation
teenth amendment to the constitution
all the - natural dlgestants. ly one bottle given to one person, and
our neighbor was suffering from chol- able the varying needs of the season
obtaining
discrimination on account of
to.
been combined in the pro- none to children without order from
These
have
era infantum. The doctors had given up and of all sections to be properly met raceprevent
In regulating the elective franIn the human body and parents. No throat or lung remedy ev
found
all hopes of recovery. I took a bottle of In order that trade may be evenl sus chise. Devices
of state governments, portion
that build up er had such a sale as Boschee's German
united
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar- tained, labor steadily employed and
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substances
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constitutional
whether by statutory
a com- Syrup In all parts of the civilised world.
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rhoea Remedy to the house, telling them commerce, enlarged. The volume of
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digestive
making
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to avoid the purpose
called Kodol Dyipepsia Cure. It Twenty years ago millions ot bottles
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pound
and
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amendment,
as It la
digests what you eat and allows all dys- were given away, and your druggists
cording to directions. In two days' time per capita
should be condemned.
will tell you Its success was marvelous.
the child had fully recovered. The child
We declare our steadfast opposition
'
peptics to eat plenty of nourishing food
ROADS AND HIGHWAYS. ?
Is now vigorous and healthy. I have to the free and unlimited coinage of silwhile the stomach troubles are being It is really the only Throat and Lung
recommended this remedy frequently, ver. No measure to that end could be
Public movements looking to a perma radically cured by the medicinal agents Remedy generally endorsed by physi
and have never known It to fall. Mrs. considered which was without the sup nent Improvement of the roads and II contains. It Is pleasant to take, and cians. One 76 cent bottle will cure or
Curtis Baker, Bookwalter, O. Sold by port of the leading commercial coun highways of the country meet with our will give quick relief. Ireland's Phar prove Its value. Sold by dealers In all
civilised countries.
;
A. C. Ireland.
tries of the world. However firmly Re- - cordial approval, and we recommend macy.
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Dyspepsia

Land
Grant
Maxwell
Cure
SITUATED IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO, ON THE
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE, AND UNION
PACIFIC, DENVER AND GULF ROADS.

Digests what you eat.

u

thick-skinne-

J-

ACRES OF LAND
. . FOR SALE. .

,

FARIJYG LAflDS UJJDER IHRIGATIOJi SYSTEfy
In tracts 20 acres and upward, with perpetual water rights cheap, and on easj
terms of 20 annual payments with 7 per cent interest. Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of all
kinds grow to perfection.

d

CHOICE PRAIRIE OR

GAZIM

OUJITAIJY

LAJ4DS.

Well watered and with good shelter, interspersed with fine ranches suitable or
raising grain and fruits. In size of tracts to suit purchaser.
LARGE PASTURES FOR LEASE, for long term of years, fenced or unfenced
shipping facilities over two railroads.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, near its western boundary, are situated the Gold Minine Districts
and Baldy, where mines have been successfully operated for 25
years, and new rich discoveries were made in 1895 in the vicinity of the new camps
of Hematite
Harry Bluff, as rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as yet
unlocated grjund, open to prospectors on similar terms to, and as favorable as, the
United States Government Laws and Regulations.
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE PERFECT, founded on United States Patent, and confirmed by decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court.
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to
of Elizabethtown

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,
P.VT0N. NEW KEXICO.
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August 4 is the last of the cheap-rat- e
days the last chance
you'll have Inmonthsof reaching Chicago, St. Louis and PRETTY
NEARLY EVERYWHERE ELSE this side of those cities at
about half regular rates.
Better ask the local ticket agent for particulars.
Be particularly sure to ask him about the Burlington's service from Denver
to the East Omaha, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis.

YOUK FACE

Mas-hou-

THE-

Tickets at Offices of Connecting Lines.

Denver OHIce

1039

4

rs

Seventeenth Street.

General Agent.

G. W. VALLERY,

IMPORTANT GATEWAYS
Through Fast Freight

4

Tld-Bit-

AND

F .ASSElTa-IE-RSBBVIOE
line from Arizona and New
,

The direct through
In the north, east and southeast.

F.

Mexico to all points
Low altitude. Perfect passenger
Latest patern Pullman Buffet
service. Through cars. No
sleepers. Handsome new chair cars, seats free. Speed, safety, comfort combined. For particulars address
F. &, P. A..
R. W. Curtis, T. F. A P. A.,
Darbyinlre, S. W.
El Paso, Texas.
nil Paso, Tei9
E. P. TURNER. G. P. & T. A. . DALLAS, TEXAS.
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JUSTICE

H. B. CARTWRI6HT & BRO.

H. B. BROWN.

EEPUBLICAhS

PERSONAL MENTION,

TO MEET.

ni A MHNiK

CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS,

JWEL.'i

MYELT1ES

Dr. F. Palmer came up from Cerrillos
A Member of the United States Supreme Call for the Assembling of the Central
STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE.
this noon.
Court Pays Santa Fe a Visit.
mittoe at Santa Fe August 15.
CUT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
H. J. Warner is in the city from
Hon. H. B. Brown, associate justice A call for a meeting of the Republicof the United States supreme court, ar- an central committee of New Mexico Denver.
MEXICAN CARVED LEATHER GOODS
rived in the city from the west on yes- was issued
F. W. Dudley is in town registering
The members thereterday afternoon's delayed train and of are asked to assemble at Santa Fe from Howell, Mich,
YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE INJHE'SOUTHWEST.
Governor Otero will return from
took quarters at the Palace hotel. As Wednesday, August 15, to consider subsoon as the presence of the distin- jects of vital Interest to the success of Lis Vegas this evening.
B. M. Read, Esq., has gone on a
guished jurist was learned of, a num- the party at the polls In November next,
ber of citizens called to pay their re- and it is confidently expected that ev- business trip to Denver.
Hon. Samuel Eldodt left this forenocn
spects, and In the evening an Im- ery member will make it a point to be
promptu reception was tendered the in attendance. The personnel of the for his home at San Juan.
A H. Fatheringham and L. M. tole.
visitor at the home of Hon. L. Bradford committee is as follows:
SOUTH
or thir
John S. Clark, chairman; Max. Frost, of Chicago, are visitors in town today.
Prince, when some twenty-fiv- e
Miss M. Tessie Call left on a ten days'
ty citizens, mostly officials and mem secretary; John H. Vaughn, treasurer.
.S.2TX3
bers of the bar, called. Justice Brown Members Bernalillo county, Thomas S. visit to relatives and friends in Denver.
OF PLAZA.
Sheriff C. F. Blackington and H. T.
left early this morning for the east, ex Hubbell, T. A. Finical; Chaves, Nathan
arrived from Socorro on the
pressing regret that he could not re- Jaffa,' W. A. Findley; Colfax, T. B. Durvea
All Goods Engraved Free of Charge.
main and enjoy the cool breezes of San Hart, A. G. Dawson; Dona Ana, Eu- noon train.
Everything Just as Represented.
Architect I. II. Rapp returned to
ta Fe. He has been sojourning for some gene Van Patten, H. D. Bowman; Eddy,
SOUTH SIDE
time at Los Angeles and vicinity, and S. I. Roberts, William McEwan; Grant, Santa Fe yesterday after a trip to Albu
OF PLAZA.
The Jo E. Sheridan, W. H. Jack; Guada querque.
is now en route to Washington.
Rev. John W. Gearrard, of Oshkosh,
fine looking man of lupe. Max. B. Goldenberg, Desiderlo
a
is
large,
justice
JlXjXj
Wis., and G. B. Kempster were sight
great dignity, yet extremely affable Gallegos; Lincoln, G. W. Prichard, seers
These cigarettes are made from the
in the city last evening.
A.
O.
a
He
to
meet.
is
native
Rocco
and
Hadley,
Mora,
Emillto;
pleasant
finest selections of Turkish and Egyptian CAN
United States Surveyor John Walker
NOW, of Massachusetts, but was called as a Crlstoval Sanches; Otero, W. A. Haw
tobacco.
from a
member of the supreme court of the kins, J. F. Manning; Rio Arriba, L. B. is expected home
land from the state of Michigan, in Prince, Perfecto Esquibel; Santa Fe, month's surveying trip near Los Lunas.
Zarina, with mouthpiece, . 10 for 10c.
I. H. Macrum, of Portland, Oregon
state he has resided for over for- T. B. Catron, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar
. . 10 for 10c.
Abdallah, gold tip,
Watermelons, Cantaloupes, which
San Juan. Granville Pendleton, A. L. Inspector of forest reserves, returned
ty years.
Cairo, corn paper, . . . 10 for ioc.
fresh
Tomatoes, Etc., always
yesterday from a trip to the Gila river
Dustin; San Miguel, John S. Clark,
20 for 25c.
Casino, gold tip,
reservation.
meal In the wity at
The best
M.
J.
by Express.
Webster,
Romero; Sierra,
..
Mrs. Henry Grant and children left
the
E. Smith; Socorro, Estevan Baca, II.
this morning for Abiquiu, accompanied
WHOLESALE
O. Bursum; Taos, Juan Santistevan, C.
LOCAL
Miss Nellie McNallan, of Las Vegas,
MIKEJESTION.
"OUR
JflVfi HUD mOCHfl, THREE POUND CAMS. $1.00.
E. Abbott; Union, Emeterlo Gahegos, by
as governess in tno want
who
and
J. Frank Chav home.goes
Fine Specimens of Copper Ore Brought in R. P. Ervien; Valencia,
es. Solomon Luna, luxecuuve commit
O. A. Larrazola, the Las Vegas
Hon.
from tbe Mountains.
RETAIL
tee John S. Clark, chairman; Max attornoy whom many say will vury likely
O. B. Steen is expected to reach the
Solomon Luna, Hugh receive the Democratic nomination un
secretary;
Frost,
in
after a long absence
DEALER IN
city
H. Price, T. B. Catron, E. A. Cahoon, delegate to congress, loft this morning
Missouri, Indiana and Ohio, where he T. A. Finical, R. E. Twitchell, E. L. for his home at Las Vegas.
is said to have closed several mining
Hon. L. B. Prince went to Las Vegas
W. J. Slaughter.
BBUBUr
deals Involving properties at Cerrillos Bartlett,
this morning in response to a teltgrain
The formal call is as follows:
i
and in the Red River country.
A. B. Cornell,
meet
Hon.
to
Territorial
Headquarters Republican
Levi Miller returned yesterday from
of New York, who will arrive there
Committee, Santa Fe, N. M July 27,
AND
the Santa
divide, bringing in 1900. A
d
on the
train, and has some
cen
of
the
Republican
meeting
samples of ore taken from the Windsor- - tral committee of New Mexico is here Important business in New Mexico.
eynolds-Smitclaims, and also from
Jake Levy and wife and Bruno ar
by called to meet at Santa Fe, at the
several claims which he and others office of the
last evening from Bath Beach, N.
rived
commit
of
said
secretary
have located near by. The ore Is fine tee, on Wednesday, August 15, 1900, at Y., where Mr. Levy has been conductPHOHE 116
HOW READY FDR BUSINESS
looking stuff, copper and gold, as richly 11 o'clock in the forenoon, for the pur- ing a hotel for the past fifteen months.
colored as any produced by the big cop
home in
pose of fixing a time and place for the They will again take up their
"OHR OWK," JHVH
IN CRHS. FEB LB., 25 CIS.
mOCHfl
per mine at San Pedro. It Is on exhibi holding of a territorial convention for Santa Fe. Many old friends welcome
'
tion at Collector Fred Muller's office.
the purpose of placing In nomination them.
F. J. Reynolds has gone into the InMexi
of
New
by the Republican party
dian creek section to look after the as- co a candidate for
delegate to the fifty
sessment work on several claims he has seventh
to arrange for the
congress,
located alongside of the J. O. Jones lo
representation of the several counties
class.
cations.
Everything new and employed-Satisfactioat said convention, and to transact such
n
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Experienced
be
be
as
business
other
may
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Zarina Cigarettes, with mouth piece,
committee.
the
said
fore
guaranteed.
10 for 10 cents, at Ireland's Pharmacy
Mfg. Co.
A full attendance of the members of
PLACES OF INTEREST.
the committee is earnestly requested,
JOHN S. CLARK, Chairman,
Fe
of
Santa
Ruins Within a Few Miles
MAX. FROST, Secretary.
GOLD
Keep your cash in your home town and patronize home industry.
That Should Be Explored.
111 be found a full line of
Rev. G. S. Madden left Wednesday for MINOR CITY
his home in Bland, saying he hoped to
Imported wines for family trade.
SILVER FILIGREE
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.
get away again shortly for further ex
Leave your order for stove repairs at
HTThe Only OritWOsM's Cnrleerqr She? fa the City.
ploration among the cliff dweller ruins Uoebels.
along the Rio Grande, Just west of San
A fine shower fell over the city this
ta Fe. He expressed himself as heartily afternoon enough to lay the dust and
in sympathy with the idea to make the
IN. MONDRAGON, Mgr
help swell the ripening peaches.
historic government palace here
A large and healthy son was born this
Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza
branch of the Smithsonian institute and
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Camillo Pa
establish there a museum for the exhl dllla. Mother and child are
And
doing nice
bltion of articles taken from the cliff
iy.
dweller ruins in this vicinity. There
DEALER IN . .
J. E. Hunt, Massll
At the
are, he said, very many fields for Ion, O.; A. T. Tomllnson, Massillon, O
archaeological research very near San Joaquin Marrieta, Santa Monica, Cal.
ta Fe that will occupy the attention of Juan M. Martinez, Rio Tesuque.
scientists and historians for years to
HBE GOLD, Prop.
SOLK A.GKNT FOK
At the Exchange: Richard Cole, Tres
come. The most interesting he considA. Mclntyre, Buckman; C. W,
Pledras;
ers to be the great communal stone
Established 1859.
Archer, Cleveland, O.; James Adams,
buildings recently visited by him and Denver; Charles Shaffer, Pueblo.
fruitful re
HE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTAHMSIII B Rev. G. L. Cole with such twenty-fouAt the Palace: Otto Mayer, St. Jo
r
Bows and Arrows.
Chimayo Indian Blankets.
sults. These are scarcely
5
SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.
seph; Nellie McNallan, Las Vegas; Hu
Tom-toDrums.
Taqul Indian Blankets.
miles from Santa Fe, over a good road, go Scharwenka, Cincinnati; Charles B,
War Clubs and Rattles.
Moqul Indian Blankets.
Thetrade supplied
going via Buckman's mill, and If the Kehrman, St. Louis; H. B. Brown
Six Teachers (Men), and Matron.
ALL KINDS OF
from one bottle to
Buckskin Beaded Goods.
Apache Indian Baskets.
.as
liverymen were active In advertising Washington, D. C.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete:
K
MINK HAL WAT
carload. Mall order'
u Qe u
,
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
Taqul Indian Baskets.
this fact they would doubtless have A general Invitation Is extended the
all conveniences
promptly tilled.
baths, water-workPueblo Indian Baskets.
Mexican Opals and Turquols.
to take out there very
I
c
tourist
St.
Santa
parties
ladies of Santa Fe to meet at the gym Guadalupe
Tuition, board, and laundry, 20 per session.
Acomo Pottery.
Mexican Blunkets.
often. The Santa Fe hotels also might nasium in the Catron block at 10 o'clock
Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each. Roswell Is a noted neaiu
Aztec Idols and Curios.
Mexican Feather Cards.
to
to
it
find
their
very great advantage
to
mat
discuss
next
excellent people.
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;
morning
Monday
Santa Clara Pottery.
Mexican Cigars,
advertise this fact.
to
welfare
ters
the
physical
pertaining
Mexican Chocolate.
Navajo Indian Blankets.
Another ancient communal house In of themselves and their children. Moth
ruins and not yet explored at all is lo ers, especially, are asked to be present
New
Nathan Jaffa, Roswell,
R. S. Iliml'ton, Roswell,
cated eighteen miles west of this city, a whether
W. M. Reed, Roswell,
J. C. Lea Roiwell
they expect to be identified or
be
to
the
about
little
south,
halfway
I. O. Cameron, Eddy.
not with the club work.
tween here and Bland. It is located on
For particular addrese:
Attention of Republicans Is directed
mesa
the lava flow which forms the
to the notice elsewhere in the New
lying between the peak known as La Mexican calling for a meeting at the
Titilla and the east bank of the Rio court house tomorrow evening to or
Grande, and the main buildings or eranlze a McKinley and Roosevelt club,
walls are 400 feet In length. Also here The campaign Is now about to open and
are the Puebllto ruins on the Arroyo this first meeting of Republicans should
W. J. Slaughter, Agent.
Hondo, six miles south of the city. be largely attended.
Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
sold
his furniture shop, south side of plaza.
Chas. Wagner who
These places, Mr. Madden suggests, are
Basket leaves at 7 a. m. on WodneS'
doubtless rich In historic treasures and business yesterday tos. a. Warner
of leaving
idea
no
he
has
days and roturn's on Friday night; laun
tourist parties and citizens could find Co., says
Practical Emnalmcr and
is
Be.
said
"This my home,"
he, dry ready for delivery saiuraay morning,
much material there to arouse an Inter- Santa
Funeral Director.
will be." Mr. vvagner ex- No extra freight or dolivory charges.
"and
always
est in the subject of archaeology.
The only house In the cily that carries everything In the
The Las Vegas Steam laundry makes
pects to go with his family on an exNucimlento a
lioiiNclioUl line. Sold on easy payments.
tine i minor woi-If you want good meals go to tne tended trip to the Jemez and
specialty orfirst
class in all partim
valleys next month, and will for a time and its work
IRCTQ-Sthe first lars
be free of all business cares-fo- r
IMIOIM
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Fifteen years ago Mr. George Oooderham, of Toronto, took out
time in 20 years.
or
V.
8.
'Weather
Bureau
Note.
stock
.urge
Tinware,
Endowment Policy No. 289,421 for $100,000, In the Equitable
as orderly to Col
While
Forocast for New Mexico: Generally Borradalle acting
Life Assurance Society of the United States, paying an annual prethe capitol dedicaduring
warmer
Qiicciiwwhwo ann
and
fair
fair tonight;
Saturday.
mium of $8,382. Now his policy has matured and shows the following
tory ceremonies June 4, O. B. Chapin,
thermometer registered veteran of two wars, lost his handsome
the
Yesterday
CilawNwaru
results:
JACOB WELTMER,
as follows: Maximum temperature, 81 Rough Rider regimental badge some3:40 p. m.; minimum, 53 de- where about the streets.
at
He
this
degrees,
prizes
1
grees, at 5:05 a. m. The mean tempera- souvenir of San Juan and Santiago very
ture for the 24 hours was 67 degrees, highly, and hopes that anv person havAll sizes of wagons carried in stock.
2 Paid-u- p
mean dally humidity, 52 per cent. Tem- ing it in possession will kindly return
It to him.
perature at 6:00 a. in. today, 59.
Com- -

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.

Groceries,
Feed and
Crockery.

No. 4

BAKERY.

SIDE

FRESH FRUIT
kinds.

S.

...

FLOUR, HAY,

Bon-Tor-

LEPER'

GRAIN, POTATOES,

locky Ford Butter, Hay, Grain, Feed,

SALT and SEEDS.

Flour, Potatoes,

PROVISIONS.

puse ir uuy.

Only ExGiusiYeGraiR

west-boun-

Iced Poultry.

BP

SPIT2,

LEI MEW Mi

CHERRIES

20 lbs. for $1.00.

Selected
Fresh Eggs,

LOOSE

OPALS ANDtTURQUOIS

h

Blip,

the

Table Wines!

capital Steam Launflfy

Santa Fe Filigree

first

and

Jewelry

OUR PLACE"

CHAS. E. BEINERT, Mgr.

and

TOPICS.

W. B.

Price. Prop

Gold's General Store,

Hi

THE NEW MEXICO

Instituted

Military

Bon-To-

n:

HENRY KRICK,

Roswell. New Mexico.

and

Lemp's
St. Louis
Beer.

AD

m

-

1

s,

steam-heate-

5

REOENTS

PERFECT

Santa Fe

Mexico.

LAUNDRY

Col. Jas. G. Meadors,

WORK

Superintendent.

CHAS WAGNER

FURNITURE CO.

The Largest

Endowment ever paid.

CARPETS A.3STX)

Bon-To-

Iffi

Cash

Assurance
3 Annuity for Life

$150,847
$210,000
$ 20,320

At the same time Mr. Gooderman took out a policy of the same
kind for the same amount and with the same premium in another
company; the cash return on which was 15,000 less than on the
Equitable policy.
Here Is what Mr. Gooderham says of his results:
"I have always been a strong advocate of Endowment Insur-- "
"ance, and about the time I took your policy for $100,000 I plaeodV
"$400,000 of Endowment policies on my life in eight different com-- "
"pantes. Of this amount $310,000 has already matured. I have"
"lived to see the result and to know what It means."

"These results realized by the Equitable are"
satisfactory than any result"
"larger and more me
on any of my policies which"
"ever realized by
vve matured to date. I may say they are quite"
"si(isfactory,and" that no company has ever done"
"so well for me
Strongest in the World

THE EQUITABLE
ante

Son

men who desire to represent

the society address

WALTER N. PARKHURST, General Manager,
' (New Mexico and Arizona Department.)

-

Albuquerque,

For Sale.

Alfalfa Baiture.
plenty of pure water

Good pasturage,
$2 per head per month; apply to Santa
Fe Water & Light Co.

at

Open day and

right at the

Bon-To-

n.

"OME:
ARCAINS
no use anu
FOR SALE lands, now

2B'

-

occupied as residence by Mr. J. Muralter,
on west side of Galisteo road; one of the
most comfortable residences in Santa Fe.

FIVE CHOICE LOTS on east side Don
Gaspar square, opposite residence of Mr.
W. J. McPherson; central location and
best in Santa Fe for residences. Terms
to suit for both; apply to

New Mexico.

S. E. LANKARD, Resident Agent,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Santa Fe, N. M

live-roo-

vot

Attention!

All members of the Bryan and Frank
Chaves Democratic clubs of Santa Fe
county are requested to meet at the
office of Charles F. Easley
(Saturday) for the purpose of organizing for the ensuing campaign, and for
lights and wator tree. Exceptional op- the transaction of other business that
a
man.
Address
tor
good
portunity
come before It.
with references, P. O. Box 43, Bland, N. may
PEDRO DELGADO, Vice President.
M.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMAN, Secretary.
Ice cream, $1.50 per gallon at the

Republicans, Attention!
As the Dresldent and the secretary
of the McKinley and Hobart Business

Agent for the Studebakei Wagons.

Lower Frisco St.

PERIODICALS,

SCHOOL BOOKS,
horse, buggy and harness, a 3
Inch Bain wagon (In good order); also SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
brick dwelling comfor rent, a
plete with modern furniture, hot and STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC
cold water, range, etc. Apply to S. S.
Books not in stock Ordered at easters)
Beaty.
prices, and subscriptions received f
'
Notice.
all serlealoals.
' Notice Is hereby given that the dally
stage running between Santa F and
Bland will be taken off August 1. The
Ml
III 1 011111(1 n or course
do
management hopes to resume operaNU
yon
conon
route
business
should
this
tions
NEED IIUWIIIIIUI and want
It done by the best laundry In the terri
ditions improve this fall.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
tory, and that is the

I HK

A

GEO. W. KNAEBEL
Barber wanted at once to rent paying
and fully equipped shop at the Albemarle mine, Bland, N. M. Twj baths,
one chair, rent, $25 per month. Electric

of mo United Stales

Every Policy Protected by $61,000.000 of Surplus.
Energetic

Books & Siationeru

.

Bterllng Silver BoUTenir Spoons.

EU6ENI0 SENA,

MANUFACTURER Of
Men's Club, which gave vigorous and
successful aid to the battle In this
county four years ago, we hereby call a
mass meeting of Republicans to assemble at the court house In this city at
7:30 o'clock next Saturday evening, July
28, for the organization of a campaign
An kinds of Jewelry made to order and
club, to work for the party's triumph In
repaired. Fine atone tettlnf a specthe approaching elections.
ialty. Singer tewing machines an
S. G. CARTWRIQHT,
supplies,
President.
SANTA FB, N. H.
TRISCO ST.
J. D. SENA, Secretary.

Mexican
Filigree

Jewelry.

imU

Albuquerque jSteam Laund?y,
guaranteed to give satisfaction. Leave orders at KERR'S BAR
BER SHOP, Claire Hotel. Basket leaves
Tuesday at 3 p. m., and returns Friday,
We pay express charges.
All work

GEO. F. AHBKMS, Agt.

THE

EXCIIflllGE

$1.50
Par Dav

HOTEL...

$2.oo

BEST LOCATED MOTEL IS CITY.

J.T. FORSHA.Proorietor.

SPECIAL RATES by the Week at
Month let Table uoara, who m wiuw

SOUTHEAST

COR. PLAZA

THE

PALMHOTEL
Reopened under

the management of

willimTvaughn.
This popular hostelrie is to be renovated,
improved and refurnished at once. Better

service than ever before guaranteed the
public. New Baths. New Furniture.

DINING HALL OPEN AUGUST I.

